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Summary

The effect of topography and terrain on wind is examined in order to ensure that the wind turbine

positioning will encourage a greater availability of wind energy to it. Maximum power point

tracking methods are presented whereby the loading on the wind turbine is controlled to ensure

that the maximum available energy from the wind is captured. The wind turbine system is

modelled and used in simulations to evaluate the three proposed maximum power point trackers,

named anemometer control, calculation control and constant step control for the purpose of this

thesis. An additional analog system is also created whereby the complete wind turbine system is

able to be simulated. An inverter is used to replicate the generator and the loading is controlled

using an active rectifier since this will be used on the practical system. The results from the

simulations and analog system are presented whereby one of the trackers is shown to be

inadequate and the other two trackers are shown to be close to ideal. The appeal of the

calculation method is in the redundancy of an anemometer making it attractive to less expensive,

small-scale systems.

Opsomming

Die invloed van die topografie en die terrein op die dinamika van wind word ondersoek om

sodoende te verseker dat die posisionering van wind turbienes 'n beter effektiwiteit van wind

energie oordrag sal bewerkstellig. Maksimum drywingspunt volger metodes word bespreek sodat

die lading op die wind turbiene beheer kan word om sodoende te verseker dat die maksimum

wind energie oorgedra kan word. Die wind turbiene stelsel word gemodeleer en geimplimenteer

om die drie voorgestelde maksimum drywingspount volgers te evalueer, naamlik windspoed-

beheer, berekening-beheer en konstantestap-beheer vir die doeleindes van hierdie tesis. 'n

Adissionele analoog stelsel is ontwerp waarmee die volledige wind turbiene stelsel gesimuleer

kan word. 'n Omsetter word gebruik om die generator na te boots en die belading word beheer

deur middel van 'n aktiewe gelykrigter soos gebruik 'n praktese stelsel. Resultate van die

simulasies en die analog stelsel is verskaf om te bewys dat een van die volg-metodes

onvoldoende volging bewerkstellig, en die ander twee nabyaan ideale volging bewerkstellig. Dit

is getoon dat die berekening metode meer aantreklik is vir kleinskaal stelsels, aangesien 'n

windspoedsensor onnodig is.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Renewable Energy

In a world of increasing power demand, alternative energy sources are needed to alleviate the use

of fossil fuels and nuclear energy for generation of electrical power. Safer and environmentally

cleaner ways of harvesting energy is required to provide electrical power. These natural and

"clean" sources of energy need to have no by-products associated with their operation [1].

Governments are under increasing pressure to impose steps against pollution generating

mediums like fossil fuels and so restrictive measures like carbon taxes are being proposed, which

improve the competitiveness of renewable technologies [2]. Consumers have the choice of

purchasing "green" energy from electricity suppliers at a premium in some countries [3] [4].

Renewable energy resources are fast becoming very popular in a world where demands for more

power and sustainable development are increasing dramatically. Solar, hydro and wind power

are the three most widely available natural resources.

• Solar resources can consist of systems with solar panels, Stirling engines and so forth.

Any method whereby the direct use of the sun's heat or light is utilized for power

generation is considered solar powered;

• Hydro resources are systems which make use of the movement of water in order to

generate power;

• The kinetic energy in wind can be used for the generation of energy (see below).

This thesis focus's on wind energy and the effective utilization of wind. Wind energy is gaining

momentum in this field of "clean" energy due to its relatively low cost.

1.2 Wind Energy

Wind can be seen as a result of solar radiation, as the change in temperatures around the globe

lead to winds. Wind harvesting technology has been costly in the early stages of wind generation

systems. Technology advances in wind turbines and the mass production of these turbines [2]

along with various tax incentives and research grants [5] has made wind generation a more

economically and environmentally viable energy source. The cost of harvesting energy from the

wind has dropped by 85% during the last 20 years [6]. The difference between costs of

1
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generating power through fossil fuels and generating power through wind is getting smaller as

the wind turbine technology becomes more affordable.

Wind generation farms have been in use since the late seventies in the United States of America

[2] but Europe's rapidly growing wind capacity has seen Germany become the world leader in

installed capacity. The development of wind farms has grown at a rapid rate and now wind farms

can be seen covering a larger area of Europe. Novel systems have even seen wind turbines been

erected in the sea [7].

In South Africa, more attention is being paid to small scale wind turbines for areas where the

national grid supply is too far away to utilize [8]. Small stand-alone systems are now being used

in remote areas as an alternative to solar panels. This is due to the huge losses of panels as a

result of theft [9]. Wind turbines are unattractive to the common thief due to their electrical

complexity and the difficulty in concealment during operation.

Large-scale wind turbines are also being investigated as a generation medium for South Africa's

electricity grid [10]. Eskom, the national power network operator, has installed three large scale

wind turbines at a site near Cape Town for research and investigational purposes. These turbines

are the first oftheir kind in the sub-Saharan region.

1.3 Wind Turbine Positioning

Wind dynamics are affected by the surrounding terrain. These effects can be employed to ensure

a greater energy harvest. The effects of the surrounding topography of a wind turbine site can

also be detrimental to the wind turbine with regards to the quality of the wind arriving at the

rotor blades. Physical stresses on the wind turbine can reduce its life span. In order for wind

energy to be an attractive alternative, wind turbines need to be very efficient. Wind speeds are

not uniform and vary with the terrain and surrounding region's topography. Thus the wind

turbine's geographical placement is a determining factor in the speed of the wind striking the

blades and thus the energy available. A good understanding of wind dynamics is important in

erecting wind turbines.

1.4 Power Point Tracking

The characteristic of a wind turbine is such that there is a maximum available power that the

rotor can produce for different wind speeds. This maximum power point occurs at different rotor

speeds for different wind speeds. The way in which the rotor speed can be controlled, is by

2
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changing the electrical loading on the wind turbine. A wind turbine has a unique maximum

power for a particular wind speed, and an attempt to try and acquire more power by deviating

from the optimal rotor speed will result in an inefficient transfer of power from the wind.

The most common method of energy capture on small scale wind turbine systems in operation is

the use of passive rectification of the AC signals from the wind turbine, to a DC bus. A diode

bridge is connected directly between the wind turbine and DC bus, and thus generation to the bus

is only possible when the wind turbine is able to generate a voltage higher than the bus voltage.

As the rotor speed is directly proportional to the voltage produced by the wind turbine, the rotor

speed is held constant over varying wind speeds by the voltage (equal to the DC bus voltage).

This is an inefficient method of energy capture, as the maximum available power will not be

produced for all but one wind speed.

Power point trackers are algorithms that control the loading on a particular source so that the

optimal power transfer can be obtained. This can be achieved under various external load

conditions by using energy storage for excess or shortage of power.

The large wind turbine system in the 100's of kilowatts range, use pitch control of their blades to

extract the maximum available power from the wind [7] [11]. The largest wind turbine systems

also incorporate a regenerative slip control system on their induction machines for a more

efficient system [7] [12]. The additional price of these methods on small-scale systems far

outweighs the cost savings and so a cheap alternative is required.

There are two main power point tracking methods proposed in this thesis. The first one is very

rudimentary and is based on the power point trackers used in photovoltaic arrays (solar panels)

and has been found to work very well with them. As will be shown in this thesis, this is not

necessarily the best method to use with wind generation. The second method requires that the

wind turbine characteristics are known prior to implementation. The initial method requires an

anemometer to measure the wind speed striking the rotor. This is feasible with larger scale

turbines since the cost of the additional anemometer is small as compared to the overall system.

An alternative and improved method was created resulting in the removal of the anemometer.

This method was found to be similar to methods proposed by [13], [14] and [15].

3
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1.5 Wind Turbines

1.5.1 Wind turbine generation principal

A wind turbine is a unit consisting of an electrical machine, operating as a generator, and blades.

The function of a wind turbine is to convert the kinetic energy from the wind into electrical

energy (they are sometimes also used to convert to mechanical energy). The rotor blades operate

using the same principle as aircraft wings. They can be seen as wings connected at their bases to

a shaft. The different air pressures caused by the wind striking the surface of the blades cause

lift. This effect is known as the Bernoulli principle. This lift generated, is perpendicular to the

direction of the wind which provides a turning force on the shaft to which the blades are

connected. The rotating shaft drives the rotor in the generator, inducing voltages in the windings

and generating electricity.

1.5.2 Wind turbine system overview

The biggest need for wind generation in South Africa is in deep rural areas with high wind

resources, such as the Eastern Cape region. Since the main electricity network does not reach

these areas, the configuration will be stand-alone as seen in Figure 1.1.

Storage

Figure 1.1 System outlay

The entire system of a small scale wind turbine plant (typically below 10 kW) under

investigation comprises of the following sub-systems:

• A generation unit consisting of a wind turbine;

• An active rectifier connected between the wind turbine and a DC bus;

• A storage unit connected to the DC bus (note, a large scale system connected to a grid

does not necessarily need storage);

4
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• An inverter to provide either a DC output at a desired level, or an AC output.

1.5.2.1 Rotor

The rotor typically consists of three blades connected to a common shaft. The blades to be used

on the wind turbine system are the AB 1kW blades. These blades were developed by a South

African company, Aero Energy, and are therefore specifically designed for South African

climate and conditions [16]. Europe has a greater average wind speed than South Africa and their

wind turbines typically aim to harvest energy in the 8 mis to 12 mis wind speed range. South

Africa's target range of operation is between 4 mis to 8 mis [17]. This means that the South

African designed wind turbines need to operate efficiently at lower wind speeds as compared to

European designs. This blade has also been designed to operate much quieter than other blades

in its class [16].

Simulations for these blades were done with Propid (Selig, 1998). This computer software was

able to optimize and give accurate predictions of the performance expected from these blades

[16].

1.5.2.2 Generator

The generator that was used on the original African Wind Power wind turbine was developed by

Hugh Piggot in Scotland and was not optimally designed. The new generator to be used on the

wind turbine was created by the Machines Group at the University of Stellenbosch. This

generator is an axial flux, permanent magnet synchronous machine (AFPMSM). The technology

involved with the development on this machine is relatively new and preliminary results have

shown it to be very promising in the wind turbine field [18] [19] [20]. Conventional machines

used in wind turbines are permanent magnet machines with a laminated stator core, which result

in the machine having a "cogging" effect. This is the effect that can felt when turning a machine

by hand and is the result of the magnetic attractions between the windings and the magnets and

the effect of the air gaps in between the laminations [19]. The AFPMSM has no cogging effect

and so there is little resistance on the rotor at start-up. This makes it easier for the rotor blades to

begin turning from stand still and so lower cut-in wind speeds are to be expected (speed at which

the wind turbine begins turning). The machine has an efficiency above 90% which is better than

the old generator (below 90%) and is also lighter than the old generator. The small line

inductance associated with these types of machines also ensures good voltage regulation.

5
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1.5.2.3 Storage

Wind turbines are a source of energy when there is enough movement of air to overcome the

internal loses in a wind turbine and to generate electricity. The only source of energy in a stand

alone system is energy from the wind generation; there are no other external sources of supply.

The wind is not constant and thus cannot always produce the desired amount of energy. It is thus

important that there is a buffering system where energy can be stored in times of little or no

wind. An ideal system would mean that there is always exactly enough wind energy to supply

the demand on the system but as the wind is too erratic to model accurately, the wind turbine

must always be able to supply more power than is needed. This will ensure a better probability of

perpetual satisfaction of the load demand.

Two main types of storage are attractive for wind turbine storage, namely the common lead acid

battery and high-speed flywheels, which are a newer type of technology. Both have advantages

and disadvantages associated with them.

1.5.2.3.1 Lead acid batteries

Lead acid batteries are the most common type of rechargeable batteries available today due to

their good performance against their low cost and also due to their extensive development.

Various types are available which are appropriate for different applications. The deep-cycle

version is designed to enable many repeated charge and discharge cycles which is favourable to

energy storage.

A large proportion of a battery's life expectancy is affected by the charging and discharging of

the battery. Quick discharge and charge cycles shorten the lifespan of the battery. There are three

states in which battery can be charged [2]:

1. Fast charge (bulk charge) where the 80% to 90% of the capacity of the battery is

replaced;

2. Taper charge where the rate of charge is decreased so that the remaining capacity of the

battery is gradually filled;

3. Trickle charge where the battery's self discharge is opposed and the battery's capacity is

held constant.

These different states of charging will need to be implemented in the loading controller at

different stages of charge in the battery.

6
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1.5.2.3.2 Flywheels

Flywheels rely on motion to store energy. This energy is stored in the angular momentum of a

spinning rotor. The amount of stored energy in a spinning rotor is measured by the angular

momentum of the spinning rotor, which is dependant on the inertia and speed of the rotor. The

energy conversion from electrical to mechanical energy and then back again is obtained via an

electrical machine. This motor is used to spin up the wheel in times when there is excess

electricity and to generate electricity back when demanded. The spinning up state can be referred

to as the charging state and the generation back to electrical energy, the discharge state.

Flywheels are usually housed in a vacuum in order to reduce mechanical friction on the spinning

wheel. Flywheel conversion efficiency can be up to 90% efficient for a complete charge to

discharge cycle, which is much greater than batteries.

The advantages ofa flywheel over a battery are the following [2]:

• Very deep discharge;

• Long life which is independent of the amount of charge/ discharge cycles;

• Better efficiency;

• Better quality of power;

• Easy power management (speed determines state);

• High peak power delivery can design for specific voltage and current.

Research into flywheels for wind turbine systems have been done previously [21] [22], but the

most significant and determining factor in the selection between batteries or flywheels for these

practical systems, is the cost. Flywheels are not as simple and widely trusted as batteries and so

their manufacturing cost is still much higher. Due to this and their higher level of complexity,

batteries are chosen as the storage medium for this project.

1.5.2.4 Load

The load on the wind turbine system can either be a DC or an AC load. The DC load application

will typically be used in telecommunication applications and the AC load will supply mini-grid

applications i.e. rural housing electrification or water pumping etc.

7
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1.5.3 Peripheral control issues

The control of the power produced by the wind turbine is categorized either due to the loading

demand on the wind turbine andl or due to the winds behaviour.

1.5.3.1 Wind dependencies

When the wind starts blowing the wind turbine needs to overcome the static friction from

standstill and needs to start rotating. There should be no loading on the generator at this stage in

order for this to happen.

When the wind is blowing too hard the wind turbine is fitted with a vain that turns the wind

turbine out of the oncoming wind at a wind speed know as the furling speed, until the wind speed

has dropped. This ensures that the mechanical stress on the blades at high wind speeds does not

destroy them.

1.5.3.2 Loading dependencies

When a state is reached when there is not a required loading on the wind turbine due to a fully

charged battery and no extemalload, the wind turbine can be loaded heavily so that it runs into

an inefficient mode and the rotor speed drops. These control and system properties enabling this

feature will be explained in forthcoming chapters.

If a state is reached where the required loading is less than the maximum available power from

the wind, a similar state to the method above is used and the power control system goes into a

mode where the power point tracker runs into an inefficient zone until the required power is met.

If the loading required is greater than the maximum available wind power, the maximum

available power from the wind must be used and the excess power will be obtained from the

storage medium used. It is in this mode where the main interest for this thesis lies. Maximum

power point tracking is required to ensure that the maximum available energy in the wind is

transferred to the electrical load even while the available power in the wind changes due to the

irregular nature of wind.

1.6 Thesis Structure

The initial focus of this thesis will be on the wind dynamics associated with the location of a

wind turbine. Wind phenomenon beneficial and unbeneficial to wind turbines will be revealed

and discussed.

8
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The dynamics of the wind turbine will be discussed in Chapter 3. A model of the wind turbine is

created which is to be used in simulations of the whole wind turbine system. Reponses of the

system to wind and loading will then be investigated from the simulation model and used for

further investigations.

Chapter 4 shows the effect of electrical loading on a wind turbine and methods to try and harvest

the maximum available energy from the wind via the control of electrical loading on the wind

turbine will be discussed. Different proposals will be explained and examined.

Simulations of the proposed maximum power point tracking methods described in Chapter 4 will

be shown in Chapter 5. Assessment of the tracking methods can then be made.

Chapter 6 describes a practical system whereby the wind turbine system can be analogously

simulated and the different tracking algorithms tested. The practical setup and the internal

processes are explained.

The results of the practical tests done on the analog model are displayed in Chapter 7. The

different proposed maximum power point tracking methods are tested and the results discussed.

A final conclusion of the project and the tracking methods are expressed in Chapter 8. Future

work and recommendations are also provided in this final chapter.
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Chapter 2. Wind Dynamics

The objective of this project is to harvest the maximum amount of energy from the wind.

Chapter 4 deals with the electrical loading on the wind turbine and how it can be adjusted to

harvested the maximum energy available from the wind striking the blades. This chapter

investigates the wind properties that are determined by the topography and lay of the terrain

surrounding the region on which a wind turbine erection is proposed, so that the maximum wind

speed can be made available to the wind turbine by calculated positioning and design of the

structure. Thus, by a good knowledge of wind dynamics, more energy can be made available to

the wind turbine. The majority of the following section is produced from [7]

2. 1 Wind Effects

Wind is created by the heating of the earth's surface. About 1% to 2% of the sun's energy used

by the earth is converted into wind energy. The high winds that are found at altitudes above

1000 m are known as geostrophic winds and are a result of the temperature differences between

the equator and the poles [23]. These winds are not affected by the surface of the earth and can

reach very high speeds. Surface winds are the winds that occur at altitudes up to 100 m and are

subjective to the terrain. Surface winds are the winds that concern the research of wind turbines.

The calculation of the energy content of these winds is required.

2.1.1 Sea breeze

The coastal regions are a source of winds. The land is heated faster during the day than the sea

creating a temperature difference. The air pressures around the two mediums change and in tum

induce a wind known as a sea breeze, which flows in towards the land. As the day becomes

night, the temperature difference slowly changes and the wind direction is reversed. This is

called a land breeze.

2.1.2 Mountain winds

As a lot of the sites in which small scale wind turbine erection is being considered lie in hilly

regions, these winds are of significance. When a north-facing slope is heated during the day, the

air around it is heated and it rises against the slope towards the crest. This process is reversed

during the night and the wind flows back down.

10
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2.1.3 Surface roughness

As was mentioned earlier, the surface winds are determined by the topography of the terrain. The

roughness of the terrain provides friction against the wind, slowing it down near the earth. As the

altitude increases, the effect that the earth has on the wind diminishes. The orography of, and the

obstacles on the ground also affect the wind.

With regards to mechanical friction, the rougher the surfaces of two materials, the greater the

resistance to movement between them. Friction also exists between wind and the surface of the

earth. The courser the surface of the earth, the more the wind is slowed down. Studies have been

done and different terrain roughness has been classified into different classes. Dams and lakes

barely slow the wind down, whereas forests and built-up areas slow the wind down significantly.

Roughness classes range from 0, which is a smooth surface, to roughness class 4, which are areas

with many trees and or buildings. The roughness length Zo is a numerical value used to calculate

the roughness of the surface of a particular terrain. The roughness length depends on the cross

sectional area of the element facing the wind, the height of the element and the horizontal area

the element occupies. The following table represents the most common terrains' roughness

lengths.

Table 2.1 Surface roughness length values

Type of surface Zo (cm)

Sand 0.07

Mown Grass 0.5

Short Grass 2

Fallow field 2.5

Long Grass 7

Pine Forest (mean height: 15m) 95

Densely built-up suburbs 100
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2.1.4 Wind shear

Wind speeds vary with height above ground level as a result of the friction from the earth's

surface. Different roughness lengths obviously slow the wind to different degrees. Thus the

roughness length of the earth below it determines the wind's variation with height. The equation,

which describes the variation of the wind with height, is given below [24].

(2.1)

where Wsl is the wind speed measured at height hl, Ws2 is the wind speed at height h2, which is

under investigation and Zo is the roughness length. Note that (2.1) is only valid to a height of

about 200 m above ground level. This equation is suitable for wind turbines as their hub height is

well below 200 m.

The variation with height up to 30 m can be seen in the graph below. The roughness chosen are

for sand, long grass and a densely build-up suburbs. We will assume that the wind speed was

measured as an average of 3 mis and was measured at a height of 2 m.

15 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

Long
Grass

Sand

°O~----~5------1~O------1~5----~20~----2~5~--~30
Height Above Ground level (m)

Figure 2.1 Variance of wind speed with height above ground level
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These calculations assume that there are no obstacles closer than 1 km, which could affect the

wind dynamics at the location of interest. These variations of wind speed with height do not

seem very important, but because the power produced by the turbine is a third power to the wind

speed as will be explained in (2.2), there is a sharp increase of power produced as height above

ground level is raised.

2.1.5 Obstacles

Obstacles like trees and buildings can slow the wind downstream of the obstacle by a large factor

as they create turbulences. An obstacle can affect the wind dynamics as far as 1 km away.

2.1.6 Speed up effect

When wind blows into a constricting area, the speed of the wind passing through that area

increases. This is because the volume of air remains the same, but the available cross-sectional

area becomes smaller and thus the pressure increases resulting in a higher wind speed. This is

known as the tunnel effect. This phenomenon can occur between obstacles (e.g. buildings) or

natural gullies. This tunnel effect can be beneficial to wind turbines situated in these regions, as

they would experience higher wind speeds.

2.1.7 Hill effect

The most applicable and beneficial effect for wind turbines is the hill effect. This positioning on

top of the hill is firstly good as it has fewer obstacles from the surrounding terrain to block the

wind. Secondly, wind speeds can be up to 100% higher on the crest of hills [9]. This is because

the air pressure builds up as the wind blows against the windward side of the hill. The wind then

reaches the crest of the hill and flows into the low-pressure side on the leeward side. The large

pressure difference between the windward and leeward side causes a fast rush of air (wind). This

wind is additional to the wind striking the face of the hill and thus the resulting wind speed on

the crest ofthe hill is faster than the prevailing wind. This effect can be seen in Figure 2.2.

------------____. -- ____. -- -- -- --. ---.---- ------ - --- -- --- -:::::::::. -- -- --
---- -- ~ ----.::::::::::: --- --- - -+.----::::-- ..:::::-- ---~~~ ........... - __--- --- ::--:: <: -- - -----
-- - --

Figure 2.2 Effect of wind on air pressure on the crest of a hill
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If the hill is steep, the 'climb' of the wind up the face of the hill is not gradual and turbulences

are created which causes additional wear and tear on the turbine. Wind turbines are generally

placed on taller towers to be higher than the turbulences caused by the ground and to also rise

above nearby obstacles. The shear effect ensures that there are even greater wind speeds at

higher heights above the crest of a hill.

2.2 Wind Data

The power available from the wind in the swept area of the rotor can be represented by the

following equation [2]:

Pw = 0.5x px Ax w/ (2.2)

where Pw is the available power from the wind, p is the air density, A is the swept area of the

rotor exposed to the wind and Ws is the wind speed. It is impossible to extract all the power from

the wind because some wind flow must be maintained through the rotor (else a brick wall would

be a 100% efficient wind power extractor). An equation for the power generated by a wind

turbine is as follows:

(2.3)

where Pgen is the generated power, Cp is the coefficient of performance of the wind turbine

blades (0.59 is the theoretical maximum from Betz's law) and Ng is the efficiency of the

generator and the bearings.

2.2.1 Wind data inaccuracy

The wind data that is available for South Africa is available from the South African Weather

Bureau. This data is obtained from weather stations situated throughout the country. The weather

stations are mainly for meteorological measurements, and thus measure temperature, wind,

rainfall etc. The stations are not intended to measure data for wind turbine sites and thus there

are a few points to reveal.

The anemometers that are used have a large tolerance rating and are quite old. The present

anemometers used are rated to a tolerance of 1m/s. This means that an average of 4 mis wind

measurement can result in a 25% error measured. A 10% error reading is considerably large

when the wind speed is used to calculate the available power at a particular site. This is because
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the power generated by a wind turbine is a third power of the wind speed as shown in (2.2)

above. Thus a 10% error reading would result in a 33% error reading at the measured height. If

the prospective turbine height is even higher than the actual measured height, conversion

calculations must be done and this can increase the magnitude of the error. For example, if the

wind speed is measured at a height of 10m and is measured with an error of 10% and then the

conversion is calculated to a height of 50 m, the error in the power computation is 75%. These

are substantially large errors to be made, and could seriously affect the site feasibility decisions

based on wind power availability made from these measurements.

2.2.2 Site feasibility

The positioning of the anemometers does not always take the roughness and obstacles around the

weather station into consideration and this affects the wind measurements drastically as

discussed in section 2.1.

2.2.2.1 Wind averages

The average wind speeds of a region alone cannot be used to calculate the power production

expected at that region [23]. This is because the power production of a wind turbine varies with

the third power of the wind speed. For example, if the wind blows at 4 mis for 24 hours, the

mean wind speed is 4 mis. The power produced from a wind at 4 mis for a particular area and air

density is 64 W, which generates a mean of 64x24 = 1.536 kWh for that day. If the wind blew at

8 mis for 12 hours, the mean wind speed is still4m1s but the power produced at 8 mis is 512 W

for that same air density and area under investigation. This means that 512x12 = 6.144 kWh was

produced for that day. This shows that the wind speed data intervals over which the power is

calculated, needs to be as small as possible to get an accurate power production calculation.

2.3 Summary

2.3.1 Wind dynamics

With a better understanding of the dynamics of wind, the correct positioning of wind turbines

will increase the amount of energy available to the wind turbine. The landscape surrounding the

proposed erection area of a wind turbine, can ensure from the above properties of wind that small

positional differences can and will be beneficial. The ideal spot for a wind turbine would be on

top of a high mast, which is on top of a hill in a region with no obstacles and a flat surface. Due
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to this not always being possible, one of the other effects could be exploited to contribute to an

increase of energy available at the wind turbine.

2.3.2 Wind turbine site assessment

The wind data from the weather bureau is revealed to be insufficient for accurate analysis of

possible sites for the erection of wind turbines. The best method would be to install anemometers

at the proposed site and at the proposed hub height. The wind speeds logged at these sites can be

correlated with the nearest weather station to get a relationship between the wind experienced at

the proposed site and the wind at the weather station. The average expected wind could then be

calculated from the data logged over a few years from the weather station. This would provide a

better estimate of the feasibility of a proposed site.
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Chapter 3. System Model

The transfer of wind energy to the final electrical energy is not instantaneous. There is a response

time during which the change in wind striking the blades transfers to a change in electrical

energy at the output of the wind turbine. This transfer response between the changes in wind to

the changes in electrical power needs to be analyzed in order to develop a mathematical model

on which to base simulations. It is also important to obtain an indication of the response time to

the wind and load variances so that the maximum power point tracking methods, explained later

in this thesis, can be calculated for the wind turbine system time constraints.

3. 1 Mathematical Modelling of the Wind Turbine

The first task is to describe a physical model of the wind turbine system. The wind turbine in its

entirety can be broken up into two sections, namely the rotor blades and the generator.

3.1.1 Rotor profiles

The mechanical power [W] that can be produced by the blades is described by different

parameters, namely the wind speed striking the surface of the blades Ws [mis], the frontal area of

the blades A [m2
], the air density p [kg/m"] and a function describing the coefficient of

performance known as the power coefficient C; The power coefficient is a function of the tip

speed ratio "(which is described by:

(3.1)

where rb is the radius of the blades [m] and W r is the mechanical angular velocity of the rotor

[rad/sJ.

The mechanical power Pb produced by the rotor blades is now described from [2]:

(3.2)

Only the actual rotor power profiles for separate wind speeds, shown in Figure 3.1 and Figure

3.2, were obtained from the manufacturer and not Cp, but these profiles are sufficient for the

purposes of this study and are used in all the simulations regarding the rotor.
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Figure 3.1 Power produced by the rotor at different wind speeds
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Figure 3.2 Rotor power produced versus rotor speed for various wind speeds
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The mechanical torque Tb [Nm] produced by the blades is calculated from the mechanical power

from the following equation:

(3.3)

From the power profiles in Figure 3.2, torque profiles for each wind speed can now be plotted.
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Figure 3.3 Rotor torque produced versus rotor speed for various wind speeds

A function for the power produced and the torque developed as per these graphs is defined as

follows.

(3.4)

(3.5)

3.1.2 Generator modelling

The generator used is a 3-phase permanent magnet, synchronous axial flux machine. This circuit

is analyzed on a per phase basis implying that the system is assumed to be balanced, which is

expected in the practical system.
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+

v

Figure 3.4 Per phase circuit diagram of an axial flux machine

The internal excitation voltage E is induced from the rotating magnetic field and it has a linear

relationship k; (voltage constant) with the speed of the rotating rotor [25].

(3.6)

The term Reddy is the effective resistance due to Eddy Current losses [0], Rcopper is the resistance

[0] from the internal windings and LUne is the phase inductance [H]. The voltages at the

terminals of the machine are represented by Va, Vb and Ve for the respective phases. The effect of

the eddy currents can be ignored in a simplified circuit due to its small effect on the overall

system at lower rotational speeds as expected from this system [26].

In order for the modelling of the machine to be simplified, the variables described in the

common abc plane, are transformed to the dqO rotating reference frame. This eliminates the time

varying concerns in the machine equations and enables the DC values of the machine to be

realised by continuously measuring the different parameters from a reference time varying

concern, namely the rotating rotor. This transformation is achieved using the Park's

Transformation [27]. The transformation is achieved via the following equation matrix.

(3.7)

where Sqdo and Sabc can represent either voltage, current or flux linkage in their respective

frames. The S matrixes are expanded below.

(3.8)

K is the transformation matrix given below.
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2" 2"cos,!, cos('!'--) cos('!' +-)
3 3

- 2 . ( 2") . ( 2")K=- sm,!, sm '!'-- sm '!'+- (3.9)
3 3 3

1 1 1-
2 2 2

The angle lJ; is the angle between the rotating q-axis and the magnetic a-axis of the stator. Due to

the machine under investigation being a synchronous machine, the angle between the q-axis and

the magnetic a-axis is equal to the electrical angle e (the word 'synchronous' indicates this) and

can be calculated by the following [25]:

(3.10)

where We is the electrical frequency of the rotor.

The simplified equivalent per phase circuit diagram of a synchronous machine can be drawn

from [25] and is depicted in Figure 3.5.

r

e
+

v

Figure 3.5 Per phase simplified circuit diagram of an electrical machine

Summing the 3-phase voltages of this diagram produces the following:

(3.11)

where Vabc are the voltages seen at the terminals of the generator, rabc are the losses in the

generator and eabc are the voltages excited by the flux from the rotating rotor. The excited

voltage in the system is a function of the rate of flux linkage change where Ais the flux linkage,

hence eabc can be written as dAabc which yields:
dt
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- -_ d-
Vabc = -rabeiabc +-Aabcdt

(3.12)

Now using Park's transformation [25], this same relationship expressed in the dqO plane is

(3.13)

Because the practical system under investigation is balanced, the 0 axis components will be zero.

Equation (3.13) can now be split into its d and q axis components resulting in the following:

(3.14)

(3.15)

The flux linkage can be expanded from [25] into the following:

(3.16)

(3.17)

where L; and Lq represent the equivalent d and q axis inductance. Substituting (3.16) and (3.17)

into (3.14) and (3.15), leads to the following equation.

(3.18)

(3.19)

The expression for the electromagnetic torque Te developed in the machine in the dq plane is

obtained from [25] and expressed as the following:

(3.20)

where p is the number of poles in the machine. Substituting (3.16) and (3.17) into (3.20) leads to
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(3.22)

(3.21)

It is reasonable to assume Ld and Lq to be equal to each other due to the manufacturing process

[25] and are subsequently denoted by Ls, thus (3.21) becomes:

The relationship between the electrical rotor speed We and the mechanical rotor speed W r is

obtained by the following equation.

(3.23)

The external torque applied to a generator, when greater than the counter torque produced by the

generator, incites acceleration in the rotor. This acceleration leads to an increase in rotor speed,

which increases the voltage in the windings. This causes a larger current to flow in the windings

for the same load, which increases the torque contribution from the electrical circuitry

(electromagnetic torque), providing a bigger counter torque to the externally supplied torque on

the rotor. This feedback loop is maintained until equilibrium is reached when the torques are

equal. The torque produced by the electrical circuitry can also be controlled by varying the load,

which consequently varies the current in the windings. This is an important point for later in this

thesis. The relationship of these torques is found in [28].

T =-J(~)!!:_(O) )+T.
e p dt e b

(3.24)

J is the complete machines inertia [kg·m2
]. Manipulation of (3 .24) provides an expression for We.

(3.25)

A torque constant kt is generally used when dealing with the conversion from the q-axis current

to the electromagnetic torque and the relationship is defined in the following form [25].

(3.26)

It can be seen from (3.22) that kt has the following relationship to ~.
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(3.27)

A voltage constant ke is defined in (3.6) as the relationship between the induced voltage and the

mechanical rotor speed. The voltage constant k; has the following relationship with the flux

linkage 'Am.

(3.28)

Using (3.27) with (3.28), the following relationship can be deduced.

(3.29)

The total instantaneous power between the abc plane and the dqO plane can be represented by the

following equation from [25]:

(3.30)

As the system is balanced, the 0 components are zero. A power relationship between the

simulated or calculated dq plane power and the abc plane power can be obtained from (3.30).

(3.31)

It is consequentially possible to build a dynamic model of the axial flux permanent magnet

synchronous generator.

3.2 Active Rectifier Modelling

The power characteristic of the active rectifier is subsequently investigated. The control to be

implemented in the active rectifier will make use of the measured input voltage as a reference

signal for the required current. A unitary signal is to be generated from instantaneous voltage

measurements and then scaled to the required purposes at that present time. As the current is

being controlled, and is to be switched from a voltage reference signal, the current and voltage

signals will be in phase with each other thus drawing only real power. Thus only balanced real

power is expected at the rectifier and the effect of any inductive or capacitive influence is

removed. From [29], the current and voltage is related as follows:
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ia(t) = Gu(t) (3.32)

The term ia(t) is the active current component which in this case is the only current component

and u(t) is the voltage signal. G is the conductance of the system and thus from (3.32), the active

rectifier can be modelled as having only a resistive component, and can thus be modelled as a

resistor.

3.3 Complete Wind Energy Conversion System Model

The results seen in section 3.1 are now used to create a block model of the wind energy

conversion system. The block diagram of the mechanical torques on the rotor can be described

from (3.25) by the following diagram.

Wind
Speed

...E_
2J f

Figure 3.6 Block diagram of the wind turbine mechanical system

The q-axis component of the voltage produced by the generator can be modelled from (3.18).

The current iq is determined by the load over which the voltage vq is applied.

We Am
Id Ls

rs
+

Ls
d
dt

~ -+Vq

1+-----....- Iq

Figure 3.7 Block diagram of the q-axis components in the wind turbine electrical system
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The d-axis component of the voltage produced by the generator can similarly be modelled from

(3.19) where the current idis determined by the load over which the voltage va is applied.

We Ls Vd

Iq rs Id

+

Ls
d
dt

Figure 3.8 Block diagram of the d-axis components in the wind turbine electrical system

These three models can now be combined to obtain a final model of the wind energy conversion

system from the inputted wind speed, to the response of the loading on the generators terminals.

Wind
Speed

Load

Load

Rotor LoadingGenerator

Figure 3.9 Block diagram of a wind turbine

This model can now be adapted to be simulated in a computer program.

3.4 System Response Modelling via Simulation

The system under investigation is non-linear due to the torque profiles generated by the wind

turbine blades. As an investigation into non-linear control systems would be complex and out of
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the scope of this project, it was decided to linearize the system to significantly reduce the

complexity of the dynamic response calculation. A method is proposed to model the wind

turbine around strategic wind speeds and at specific loads. Due to the complexity of the

mathematical calculations at these various wind speeds and loads, a model of the wind turbine

was created in Simplorer™ (version 5.0) of the results adapted from section 3.3.

3.4.1 Simulated system parameters

The parameters used in the simulations were required for accurate results. The total inertia of the

rotor and generator was unavailable so the inertia of a similar 1.5 kW system was used as

presented in [28]. The practically measured parameters of the generator proposed to be used in

the practical system were used for the rest of the machine parameters. The torque profiles were

implemented directly from the curves produced by the manufacturer. Table 3.1 displays the

machine parameters used in the simulations.

Table 3.1 Simulated system parameters

Parameter Value

Total Inertia (J) 1.954 kg-nr'

Phase Resistance (Rs) 2.77 n

Phase Inductance (Ls) 2.02mH

Voltage Constant (ke) 0.9707

Poles (P) 32

3.4.2 Wind step response

The main objective of this thesis is to allow a wind turbine to harvest the maximum amount of

energy from the wind for South African wind conditions. Due to the specific wind conditions in

South African lying in the region of 4 mis to 8 mis [17], this region is chosen for investigation of

the linearization of the wind turbine. The first response to be investigated is the effect of the

wind changes. The loading on the wind turbine is held constant at a predetermined optimal

loading for a wind speed in the middle of the wind speeds step range and is not updated over the

step's interval of transition. The step input on the wind speed is then used to gather information

about the dynamic response of the simulated model of the wind turbine to wind variance. The
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response is then analysed using MATLAB® (version 6.5) to obtain a transfer function between

wind speed and instantaneous power of the system in that stepped region.

Examination of the stepped response indicated that the wind turbine could possibly be modelled

as a second order system (gradual decay of the output). Thus a second order system is used to

approximate the wind turbine at various wind speeds under the pre-determined optimal loadings

at those points. Step inputs from 4 mis to 8 mis in 0.5 mis intervals were used and the step

response was used to model a second order transfer function for this region from the transient-

response data gathered. The load was held constant at an optimal value for a wind speed half

way in between the wind speed step under investigation. The example below shows the extent of

the accuracy of the modelled result.

3.4.2.1 Response modelling

It is assumed that the response is the sum of exponentials [30].

y(t)=y(oo)+Ae-at +Be-/3t +Ce-ll + ... (3.33)

where y(t) is the output. Due to the system being modelled as a second order transfer function,

only the first three terms are used. If it is assumed that -cx is the slowest pole and more dominant

than -(3, -(3 can be ignored and the final output value can be subtracted to reduce (3.33) to the

following:

yet) - y( (0) == Ae-at (3.34)

10g]Q[y(t) - y(oo)] == log., A -at log., e (3.35)

The result, logJOA - CillogJO(e), is the equation of a line with a slope cxand an intercept A. A linear

curve is fitted to the trace of loglO[y(t)-y(~J and the slope and intercept is used to determine

these parameters.

When A and cxhave been determined, B and (3 can be calculated by similarly using the trace of

logJO[y(t)-y(~-Ae-CilJ. This method gives a good fit of the step response data.

The result of step response data of the 5 to 5.5 mis step is used to provide a better indication of

the modelling method used. The step response is depicted in Figure 3.10 below.
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Figure 3.10 System step response to wind change

The initial offset was removed in order to evaluate all the responses from a common point. The

log of the final steady state power minus the power outputted over time is plotted in Figure 3.11.

A linear approximation of the trace is also plotted.
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Figure 3.11 Logged power for A and a investigation
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The intercept ofthe line and the gradient are found and used to calculate A and cx (A is the y-axis

intercept and cx is the gradient).

A can now be calculated.

Spower-at log., e= ~--
I1t

(3.36)

~a =0.9636 (3.37)

log., lAl = 1.9910 (3.38)

A is negative because the curve is in the form of l_e-t where the negative sign in front of the e

indicates this and the final value of power outputted is larger than the initial power.

~ A = -97.9517 (3.39)

Looking at the third term in (3.33), B and {3 are similarly calculated by plotting

loglO{y(t)-y(~-Ae-ClJJ and evaluating the gradient and intercept at t=O.
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Figure 3.12 Logged power for Band {3 investigation

Similarly from (3.36) and (3.38),

f3 = 2.7240 (3.40)
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B=5.4174 (3.41)

Substituting (3.39), (3.37), (3.40) and (3.41) into (3.33), an expression for y(t) is obtained.

yet) = 92.5343 - 97.9517e-O.9636t+5.4174e-2.7240t (3.42)

The original power output less the initial power and (3.42) is plotted on the same graph in Figure

3.13.
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Figure 3.13 Power produced from modelling and from simulation

It can be seen that the modelled 2nd order response represents the simulated response very well.

To transform (3.42) into the frequency domain, the Laplace transform is used [30].

y(oo) . A B
Y(s)=--+--+--

s s+a s+P
(3.43)

Using the values that have been calculated and simplifying, the output power expressed in the

frequency domain (3.43) is reduced to the following.

Y(s)= 79.63(s+3.05)
S(S2+ 3.688s + 2.625)

(3.44)

It is known that the output, y(t) is a product of the input step u(t) and the system g(t) as shown

below.
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Y(s) = G(s)U(s) (3.45)

The input waveform was a step of amplitude of ~. The systems transfer function can now be

deduced.

(3.46)

~ G(s) = 159.26(s+3.05)
(S2 +3.688s +2.625)

(3.47)

The transfer function G(s) now represents the modelled transfer function of the wind turbine

system between the stepped wind speeds of 5 to 5.5 mis.

The same procedure was used to obtain transfer functions for the intervals from 4 mis up to

8 mis. Table 3.2 below represents the transfer functions modelled around the respective wind

speeds using the method described above.

Table 3.2 Transfer functions for stepped wind speeds

Step in wind

speed (mis)
Transfer function for inputted wind

4 to 4.5 G (s) = (-8.882[10-16])S2 + (85.47)s + 225.5
4->4.5 S2+ (3.13)s + 1.846

4.5 to 5 G (s) = (_1.776[10-15])S2 + (107.5)s + 316
4.5->5 S2 + (3.497)s + 2.38

5 to 5.5
G s _ (159.3)s + 485.8

5->5.5( ) - S2 + (3.688)s + 2.625

5.5 to 6
G (s) = (_1.776[10-15])S2 + (189.5)s + 700.7

5.5->6 S2 + (4.295)s + 3.527

6 to 6.5 G (s) = (1.776[10-15])S2 + (262.7)s +1029
6->6.5 S2 + (4.59)s + 3.939

6.5 to 7 G (s) = (-1.776[10-15])S2 + (324.2)s + 1289
6.5->7 S2 + (4.891)s + 4.646
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7 to 7.5
G s _ (427.8)s + 1534

7--+7.5 ( ) - S2+ (4.64)s + 4.369

7.5 to 8 G (s) = (_1.776[10-15])s2 + (478.3)s + 2393
7.5--+8 S2+ (5.975)s + 6.502

From [30], it is possible to get a good estimate of the settling time t, for each of these transfer

functions. The settling time is defined as the time taken for the output to decay to within 1% of

its final steady state value and is calculated as follows:

e-als =1%

4.6=>ts ::::l-

a
(3.48)

The term (J is the real component of the position of the most dominant pole in the s-plane. Using

the results from Table 3.2, the settling times can be calculated. The settling times from the

simulations are measured manually and tabulated alongside the results from (3.45) in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3 Settling times for stepped wind speeds

Step in Measured Calculated
Power difference (W)

wind speed (mis) settling time (s) settling time (s)

4 to 4.5 61.0951 5.9090 5.8418

4.5 to 5 66.3913 5.0590 4.9770

5 to 5.5 92.5343 4.8390 4.7789

5.5 to 6 99.3302 4.2290 4.1633

6 to 6.5 130.6751 4.0890 4.0312

6.5 to 7 138.7001 3.6190 3.5683

7 to 7.5 175.5504 3.5490 3.5064

7.5 to 8 184.0204 3.2490 3.2182
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The power change as a result of the wind change is directly coupled to the wind's direction of

change. Thus an increase in the wind will always produce a complete increase in the power.

3.4.3 Load step response

The wind speed is one input variable to the wind turbine system; the load also affects the

dynamics of the system. The system has a dynamic response to a load change but as in section

3.4.1, the dynamics of the wind turbine system are non-linear and thus practical simulations

simulating the effect of varying the loading on the system were carried out. Incremental step

changes in the loading were done and the settling time of the output power was measured. These

settling times are needed for a proposed algorithm to be explained in Chapter 4. An example of

the simulated response of the output power to a step change in the load can be seen in Figure

3.14. The step change is in 100 increments. Notice the time taken for the output power to settle.

460,---~----~----,---~----~----~--~----,400

455-----------------------------------------------------------------------390

380450---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------i' . en= ~E~ ~o 445-----------------------r=:---------------------------------------------Q.~ r ~O~
~ I 0
~ ~440------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

435---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------340

350

10 20 30 40 50
Time (5)

60 70

Figure 3.14 Power output response to load steps

The system parameters of the real wind turbine were used in the simulation program Simplorer™

and the output power was evaluated. The time taken for the power to settle to within 1% of the

difference between the initial and final values of the power was regarded as the settling point of

the transient. The simulation was run for constant wind speeds of 4, 6 and 8 mis and the loading

of the system was prepared so that the current increments through the load were in 0.01 A

intervals in the dq plane. A MATLAB® program was written to evaluate the simulated response
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data and to obtain the time taken for the power output to settle once a step in the load had been

introduced. Figure 3.15 shows the settling times at the different stages of the output current.

15
- 4m/s
- 6m1s
- amis

-10.!.
Q)

E
i=
~

li
U) 5

°0~------0~.5~------L1------~1.-5------~2------~2.5

Current Region (A)

Figure 3.15 Settling times at various currents for 10 mA increments

(The curve towards the end of the trace is the region where the current was decreasing as the

loading increased). From Figure 3.15, it can be seen that the output power takes a long time to

settle. For loading in the 6 mis scenario to reach the maximum controllable region for this wind

speed from an initial 0.02 A (this controllable region will be discussed in Chapter 4), over 100

increments were made at a moderate 0.01 A increments. If the new increment was made after

each settling time, the total time taken to traverse the range from a complete standstill under

optimal conditions would take more than 10 minutes. Simulations results show that the smaller

the increments, the longer the total time taken to traverse the same range as larger increments. It

can also be observed that the settling time for constant current increments has no linear

relationships.

3.4.4 System response conclusions

Due to the settling times for moderate load changes being even larger than a large wind speed

changes, it can be concluded that the load response times are going be more dominant than the

wind transient responses. Step changes in the load will have to be compensated for by

controlling algorithms and will be of more concern than the wind transients.
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3.5 Summary

A model of the wind turbine system was developed which is used to obtain a better

understanding of the system's response to wind and loading changes. The wind turbine system is

non-linear due to the non-linear power curves of the blades and thus the system was modelled

from simulations to obtain transfer functions at various points. These simulations indicated that

the constant step method to be discussed in Chapter 4 could be problematic.

Proposals for maximum power point tracking algorithms are presented in the following chapter.
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Chapter 4. Maximum Power Point Tracking

In order for a wind turbine to harvest the maximum amount of energy available from the wind at

any given instant, the electrical loading on the generator needs to be correct to realise the

maximum available energy transfer from the rotor. If the load is too large or too small for a

particular wind speed, the output power deviates from optimal point and the system efficiency is

lower.
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Figure 4.1 Maximum power trace

Figure 4.1 displays the maximum available power from the wind turbine over different wind

speeds. This section discusses the algorithms proposed to determine the loading on the wind

turbine. The generator in the system is assumed to be ideal without any internal impedance.

4. 1 Understanding the System

4.1.1 Introduction to loading on the wind turbine

A resistor is assumed to be the load on the wind turbine for the purpose of this explanation.

When a wind turbine has no load on it, there is no torque from the generator to counter the

torque developed from the rotor blades and the system accelerates up until a mechanical or

aerodynamic limiter engages which limits the angular velocity or slows the rotor down. This is

either due to a stall or mechanical brake or some other feature of that particular wind turbine.
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Due to the output voltage being a function of the rotor speed, the voltage at the terminals is

largest at this stage (unloaded).

If a resistor of large magnitude is applied between the output terminals, a small current would

flow through the machines windings producing a counter torque to the torque developed by the

rotor blades. The rotor speed thus drops until the equilibrium point is reached where the

difference between the torques is zero.

As the resistance is decreased, more current flows, which produces a larger counter torque. The

rotor speed drops and thus the voltage, but the power continues to increase due to the current not

having a linear relationship with the rotor speed. A point is reached where the product of the

voltage and the current (power) is a maximum and any further increase in the loading causes the

output power to decrease. It is this optimal point which a maximum power point tracker

endeavours to obtain by means of load control.

4.1.2 The effect of loading on a wind turbine

The relationship between the current and the voltage can be obtained by using the power

equation, where I = PN and P is the power profiles provided by the blade manufacturer and V is

the voltage produced which is a function of the rotor speed. The traces of the current produced

by the wind turbine as a function of the voltage produced for individual wind speeds are plotted

in Figure 4.2.

'Ee...
::::l
U

Voltage

Figure 4.2 Current versus voltage produced by the wind turbine at various wind speeds
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From Ohm's Law, the current flowing through a resistor is a function ofthe voltage across it.

I=(~)V (4.1)

Since the active rectifier can be modelled as an active impedance on the wind turbine, traces are

plotted in Figure 4.3 for various resistance values over a voltage range on the same set of axis's

as the wind turbine's current versus voltage plots. Now from the simple equation of (4.1), the

relationship between the current and voltage can be explained by straight traces where 1IR is the

gradient.

/
/

/
Dec~sing R

./
./

Voltage

Figure 4.3 Current versus voltage at various wind speeds against loading

The traces for the various impedances represent the relationship between the current and voltage

for that specific impedance. Because the current versus voltage characteristics from the wind

turbine are already known for each wind speed, the intercept of the two traces is the point at

which the wind turbine will operate for that particular impedance at that particular wind speed.

An example of load and wind speed changes can be seen in Figure 4.4. If the wind is blowing at

Wsa and a load of Zl is applied to the wind turbine, the operating point wi11lie at the point 1. II is

the current that will flow through the load and Vi will be the voltage across it at this point. If the

loading was decreased at the same wind speed (resistance increases) to Z2, the operating point
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would move to point 2 (h V2). An increase in wind speed to Wsb at the same loading will cause

the operating point to move to point 3, and if the loading was increased at that wind speed, to

point 4.

Figure 4.4 Wind turbine response for various wind and load changes

The power that the wind turbine delivers is now plotted in Figure 4.5 for a constant wind speed.

Each impedance value will sustain a corresponding power over the load, although this is not a

unique power as will be seen in section 4.2.1.1. The maximum power point is of interest in this

project and it can be seen that it does not correspond to the maximum current.
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Figure 4.5 Power and current produced by the wind turbine under various loadings

4.2 Maximum Power Point Tracking Algorithms

A method to determine the optimal loading on the generator at any specific time is needed to be

able to transfer the maximum amount of available energy from the wind. Recall that the

maximum available power is determined by the wind speed and thus this method must be able to

constantly track the maximum available power throughout wind speed variations.

Two main proposals for maximum power point tracking are considered. The two main methods

are referred to as Constant step control and Equation control for the purposes of this thesis.

Equation Control is further divided into two variations namely Anemometer control and

Calculation control.

4.2.1 Constant step control method

As explained in section 4.1, any change in the load is going to generate a change in the output

power. An active method is proposed whereby the loading is changed and the effect of that load

change on the output power is assessed to make a calculated decision about the next change in

the loading.

This method changes the loading in constant steps and the power at a time t is measured and its

value stored. A small step change is then made in the loading, either a positive or negative with
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respect to the original load value. The power being produced one sample later is measured and

the power change for that sample is used to calculate the direction of the next step change. If the

result of the step change produced more power than the original power outputted, the direction of

the change (load was increased or decreased) is repeated. If the power change was negative, the

direction of the load change was incorrect and the load step direction is reversed.

This method is effectively changing the rotor speed so that the output power 'climbs up' the

trace of the power curve (increasing the power) for that particular wind speed. When the top of

the trace is reached, the algorithm keeps on changing the load and thus the rotor speed and so the

power starts moving down the opposite side of the trace. The algorithm reverses the direction of

the load change and the output power increases once again. This process continues indefinitely

and can be seen as oscillating around the peak of the power curve.

The dynamics of the generator is such that the output power needs time to settle before the new

increment or decrement in the load can be made, as displayed in section 3.4. This slow response

time and the constant variation in the wind speeds will lead to this power point tracker lagging

behind the optimal loading trace for periods of changing wind speeds.

4.2.1.1 Constant step control response to load and wind changes

The simplified system used for explanation in section 4.1 is used to provide an insight into the

response of an ideal system to the step changes instigated by the step control methods.

Considering Figure 4.6, upon initialisation of the step control algorithm, the current will be at a

minimum and the voltage at a maximum. The wind speed at this instant in time for this

illustration is wsa• The specific operating point is not illustrated on the figure but lies along the

voltage-axis at a point higher than the wind speed's current profile interception with the axis

(exact value determined by the wind turbine's mechanics). As the step controller begins

increasing the loading on the wind turbine, the operating point moves up from the region of

initialisation indicated by the digit 1 towards the maximum power point indicated by 2 on the

current profile. Once the maximum power point has been reached, the operating point will

oscillate around this point. The frequency and the size of these oscillations are determined by the

sampling time and step size of the algorithm respectively.

If the wind speed suddenly drops to Wsb, the operating point will move to point 3 where analysis

of the power response to an increase or decrease in the loading will reveal that the load needs to

be decreased leading to the tracker finding the maximum power at point 4 for that wind speed.
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If the wind speed were to increase once more to wsa, the operating point would move up to point

5 and the tracker would once again ensure that the maximum power point at 2 would be found

and maintained for as long as the wind speed remained at wsa•

1

Voltage

Figure 4.6 Change in wind speed for stable maximum power tracking

The system is not always theoretically 'stable' with regards to wind speed and loading changes.

If the wind drops directly from a high wind speed to a lower wind speed and the loading does not

react fast enough, the load can move the operating point onto the left hand side slopes of the

current profiles as shown in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7 Changes in wind speed during constant loading

The operating points would move from their maximum power points on the current profiles,

down the constant loading traces until the new wind speed's current profile is intercepted. The

area circled in Figure 4.7 is of importance as this is where some of the loading traces from the

higher maximum power points intercept the lower current profiles on the left hand side or

'unstable' slopes. These slopes are defined as unstable due to the control algorithm implemented

in the practical system as is explained in section 4.3.

An example of a scenario where this 'instability' occurs is described in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8 Unstable scenario

The system's operating point initially lies at a high voltage in region 1. The power point tracker

enables the operating point to climb up to the maximum power point at 2 where it is maintained.

If the wind speed drops suddenly from the current high wind speed to a much lower one and the

loading stays the same for that change, the operating point shifts down to point 3. Due to the

nature of the practical controller (to be discussed in section 4.3), the operating point is unable to

be moved back over the peak available current point by the conventional tracking system and so

another command sequence is activated where the loading is completely removed. As there is no

loading on the wind turbine, it speeds up and the operating point moves to point 4. The power

point tracker then commences again and the maximum power point at 5 is found.

In order for this scenario to occur, the wind speed change has to be dramatic and/or a

combination of a large step on the wrong side of the maximum power point before the wind

speed change or small steps with long settling times. Thus this scenario is dependant on a

combination of three variables, the size of the loading steps, the length of the sample time and

the rate of change in the wind speed.

This scenario is made more likely when factors like measurement errors are considered in the

practical system. Errors in the measurement system can sometimes lead to the incorrect power

being measured due to the small power difference around the maximum power point and the step

change can move the operating point closer to the unstable region. Thus, if the wind speed
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decreased, there would be a greater chance of the operating point moving into the unstable

region.

4.2.2 Equation control method

Another approach to maximum power point tracking is to make use of a predetermined look-up

table or an equation describing the loading required to achieve the maximum power point.

4.2.2.1 Anemometer control method

The maximum power point of a wind turbine is a function of the wind speed. Thus the wind

speed must be known at any given instant to be able to calculate the optimal load required for

that particular wind speed in this proposed open-loop-type system. The wind speed is measured

using an anemometer and the load value required for optimal efficiency is determined and

applied.

The optimal loading for various wind speeds needs to be pre-programmed into the control

system. These optimal points can either be calculated from the expected power profiles or

physically measured during practical testing of the wind turbine. Once the optimal loading for

various wind speeds is determined, an equation describing the relationship is deduced.

In Figure 4.9 below, the 'x' markers are the points of the maximum available power from the

rotor at individual wind speeds acquired from the rotor's theoretical power profiles. The

interlinking trace is of an equation that describes the optimal power at those different wind

speeds closest, i.e. a fitted equation for the 'x' markers.
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Figure 4.9 Optimal power points and fitted equation versus wind speed

When the wind speed is obtained from the anemometer, the optimal load corresponding to that

wind speed is calculated from the fitted equation (a look-up table can also be used) and the load

is adjusted for maximum power transfer.

Due to the small derivation of power near the maximum available power points of the power

profiles, there is a relatively large room for error in the algorithm's accuracy where the power

output of the system will not be greatly affected. In other words, if the algorithm is slightly

inaccurate in the optimal loading calculation, the reduction in the power produced is minimal.

Figure 4.10 represents the deviation region where the reduction in power will be less than 1%.
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Figure 4.10 1% reduced power region

4.2.2.2 Calculation control method

Anemometers are expensive instruments and their inclusion for power point tracking is not

financially viable on small scale wind turbines. A method is proposed whereby the anemometer

is removed and the wind speeds are calculated from the available electrical parameters at the

generator's output terminals.

Due to the generator on the wind turbine being a synchronous machine, the electrical frequency

produced by the generator is directly proportional to the angular acceleration of the rotor. Thus,

by measuring the electrical frequency, the rotor speed can be calculated. The power versus rotor

speed profiles are unique for each wind speed. This means that for one particular rotor speed,

there is a unique power that the rotor blades will deliver for each wind speed.

Because the power delivered by the wind turbine is measurable and the electrical frequency can

also be determined, it is possible to calculate the instantaneous wind speed responsible for the

system's power generation at any time. Because the power profiles are only available for a few

of the wind speeds, interpolation is used to determine the wind speeds where the measured

power does not exactly correspond to a given power profile.

Figure 4.11 is an example of this wind speed calculation method. The power measured from a

hypothetical wind turbine system was found to be 1 kW and the frequency of the voltage signals
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showed that the rotor was turning at 600 rpm. By plotting these points on the power versus rotor

speed curve, it can be seen that the operating point lies in between the 8 rn/s and 9 rn/s power

profiles. The wind speed corresponding to this measurement therefore lies somewhere in

between 8 and 9 rn/s.
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Figure 4.11 Calculation method example

Interpolation of this point between the 8 and 9 rn/s power profiles shows that the wind speed is

8.8 rn/s at this instant.

Once the wind speed is known, the anemometer control method described in section 4.2.2.1 is

used to calculate the optimal load. This method effectively removes the need for an anemometer.

4.3 Practical System

When controlling power from the wind turbine system, it is customary for the controller that

requests the power by changing the loading to have a feedback system. This ensures that the

error between the requested power and the delivered power is minimised. Because of the nature

of the power profiles of the wind turbine, there is a peak available power. If a power request is

greater than the peak available power, due to the nature of a feedback system, the error in the

feedback path will result in the requested power being increased to try and obtain the original

requested power. This will result in the wind turbine's operating point running into an avalanche

effect, reducing the rotor speed until the wind turbine stops. This region left of the peak available
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power can thus be described as an unstable region and therefore the operating point must try to

avoid it.

Because the current deliverable by the wind turbine is not linear to the power deliverable by the

wind turbine, the maximum available power is not at the same rotor speed as the rotor speed at

which the maximum available current is situated. This can be used to the controller's advantage.

This can be seen in Figure 4.5 where the maximum current point lies at a lower rotor speed for

the respective maximum power point. All the wind speeds have this same characteristic. The

controller can now be designed to use the current to control the wind turbine's power, where the

peak of the available current now determines the unstable region of the controller. If only the

rotor speeds greater than the rotor speeds at the maximum available currents are used, then the

unstable region of the controller lies in the regions where the rotor speeds are lower than the

peak currents' rotor speeds. The maximum available power thus lies in the stable region and it

can now be found by controlling the current without too much concern about runaway around

this point.
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Figure 4.12 System stability regarding current increments

The controller can still fall into the unstable region for different scenarios as discussed in section

4.2.1.1. Figure 4.12 shows situation where the step method increases past the maximum power

point into the unstable region. Constant incremental current steps are made until the operating
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point reaches the peak on the current profile. The requested current is greater then the maximum

available current and the system avalanches while the requested current tries to compensate for

the incorrectly delivered current.

The analog system explained in Chapter 6 was used to illustrate this point. The current delivered

by the wind turbine was the controlled parameter and a current reference was increased slowly

over time. Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14 are the measured results from the experiment. The red '*'

in Figure 4.14 represent the logged power produced and the green trace is the reference power

profile for that wind speed. The blue trace is the current profile calculated from the programmed

power profile.
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Figure 4.13 Produced power for 6 mis input over time
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Figure 4.14 Measured and reference power and current at 6 mis

The wind turbine section was programmed to start operating from a higher rotor speed upon

initialisation because the stable current operation region lies at the higher rotor speeds. As the

current reference signal was increased, the power increased and the rotor speed decreased as

expected. A point was reached where the power started decreasing. This indicates that the

maximum power for that wind speed was achieved but due to the maximum current point being

at a lower rotor speed, the current reference could be increased further. A point was finally

reached where the maximum available current was exceeded and as explained above, the control

system pulled the wind turbine system into avalanche and the system quickly collapsed. The

collapse of the system can be seen in Figure 4.13 and the logged power points left of the

maximum available current rotor speed in Figure 4.14. The logged power was logged at constant

intervals and the collapse can be seen as the fewer amount of logged points as the system

collapsed.

4.4 Summary

In order to ensure a maximum power harvest from the wind, maximum power point trackers are

needed to optimise the loading on the wind turbine. Three algorithms are proposed for this

purpose.
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The constant step method is considered whereby the effect of a load change on the power output

is analysed to establish the new loading. Preliminary speculation is that this method will not

operate efficiency, as the system response is much slower than the typical fluctuations in wind

speed.

An anemometer method was proposed where the present wind speed is measured and used in a

predetermined optimal loading table or equation to adjust the loading. Slight inaccuracy in the

algorithm is not of too much concern as the reduction in power production would be minimal.

A variation on the anemometer method entitled the calculation method was created where the

wind speed is calculated from the current condition of system's parameters. The anemometer

method is then used to calculate the optimal loading for that calculated wind speed. The

attractiveness of this method is that it removes the need of an expensive anemometer.

Simulations of the proposed maximum power point tracking algorithms are used to investigate

the validity of them. The results are presented in the following chapter.
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Chapter 5. Simulations
Simulations were required to evaluate the system under certain conditions as explained in the

previous chapters, and also to demonstrate the different power point tracking algorithms.

Simulations were done in Simplorer™ using the model created from the results generated in

section 3.3 and displayed in Figure 3.9.

5.1 Wind Step Response

The first simulation conducted was to determine the time in which the power point tracking

algorithm could acquire the maximum power point. A step input on the wind speed from 5 mis to

7 mis and then back was introduced once the different algorithms were in a steady state.

5.1.1 Equation method response

The response of the algorithm using the provided wind speed is shown in Figure 5.1 below. The

reference power trace represents the ideal power for the wind step.
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Figure 5.1 Step response of anemometer control method

Figure 5.2 is the result from the calculation method. The calculated wind speed is superimposed

onto the power curves.
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Figure 5.2 Step response of calculation control method

The responses in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 show that the algorithms do have a response time but

this is expected due to the effect of the inertia of the mechanical system. The steady state values

are at the required values and any minor deviations can be contributed to the slight inaccuracies

in the calculation of the predetermined optimal loading values. Due to the optimal loading being

calculated from the exact system parameters being used in the simulations, no steady state error

is expected.
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Figure 5.3 Comparison of anemometer and calculation control methods

Figure 5.3 shows that the calculation method, where the wind speed is calculated from the

system parameters, has an improved response time when compared to the anemometer method,

where the wind speed is measured using an external anemometer.

This is in contradiction to the initial assumption that the method using the externally measured

wind speed would be ideal. In order to explain this, the systems must be analysed from an

instantaneous perspective. The effect of inertia prohibits the mechanical system from changing

instantaneously. Time is needed for the rotor speed to increase or decrease to the new maximum

power point's respective rotor speed. The anemometer method is not as effective; as it attempts

to load the wind turbine at the optimal load for the new wind speed, but this new loading is not

optimal for the transition to the new operating point.

This concept is illustrated in Figure 5.4. The operating point before the wind change lies at 1.

The wind speed changes and the loading changes to the new optimal loading. The voltage, which

is proportional to the rotor speed, is experiencing the effect of inertia and does not change as fast,

thus the operating point moves to the new optimal loading depicted by 2, but the voltage did not

change much. The slower rotor (voltage) transition then moves the operating point to the

maximum power point at 3 where the optimal loading is valid.
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Figure 5.4 Anemometer and calculation control routes

The calculation method is more in tune with the actual system and loads the system in

accordance with the wind speed that the system is experiencing at that particular moment. The

idea can be visualised by drawing a straight line between the two maximum power points. This

can be seen as the route from 1 straight through to the new maximum power point at 3 in Figure

5.4. This route is quicker; illustrating that the response time for the calculation method is

quicker. Confirmation of the idea that the anemometer method incorporates a hard step change in

the loading can be seen in Figure 5.5 where a larger wind step was simulated.
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Figure 5.5 Larger step response of anemometer control methods
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The effect of the anemometer method's overriding load step can be seen in Figure 5.5 whereas

the calculation method has a more continuous response. The results of the anemometer method

could be improved by using a "running average" of the measured wind speed value from the

anemometer. This would low-pass filter the anemometer measurement; artificially introducing

"inertia" into the control loop. The operation of the mechanical anemometers does have some

inertia, and so the practical implementation of the anemometer method would be better than

simulated.

Calculation of the energy transfer for the 5 mis to 7 mis steps showed the calculation method

providing a greater transfer of energy (25163 J) as apposed to the anemometer method (24946 J).

Table 5.1 below displays the results of the settling times from the equation methods for the wind

speed steps of between 5 and 7 mis. The settling times were calculated as the time taken for the

output to decay to within 5% and also 2% of the steady state values.

Table 5.1 Settling times

Anemometer method Calculation method

5% 2% 5% 2%

Rising settling times (s)

Falling settling times (s)

2.309

2.499

3.019

3.449

1.805

1.909

2.270

2.584

The faster transient response of the calculation method is confirmed from the results shown in

Table 5.1.

5.1.2 Constant step method response

The responses of the step method algorithms in Figure 5.6 can be seen to be extremely slow and

can not even be compared to the faster rise times in the equation methods. From the simulation

results, the system went into the unstable region during the transition from 7 to 5 mis and the

loading had to be drastically decreased in order to recover control of the system.
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Figure 5.6 Step response of constant step method

The rise time is over 100 s and in the practical system, the wind speed would have changed long

before the system has found the maximum power point. If the size of the steps is increased too

much, the risk of the system running into the unstable region is increased as described in section

4.2.1.1. Therefore this method is unviable, and not recommended.

5.2 Random Wind Responses

The absence of real, high resolution wind speed data has meant that the dynamics of wind could

not be investigated for this thesis. A random wind profile was generated from an image of

measured wind speed over 180 s in [28]. The same random wind profile was then used on the

different algorithms to ascertain which algorithm performed best.
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5.2.1 Anemometer method result
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Figure 5.7 Power supplied versus reference power for anemometer method

Figure 5.4 is the trace of the response from the anemometer method. It can be seen how well the

output power follows the maximum available power reference. This ideal maximum available

power reference trace is obtained from instantaneous evaluation of the wind speed and thus does

not take the effect of inertia into account.
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5.2.2 Calculation method result
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Figure 5.8 Power supplied versus reference power for calculation method

The result of the calculation method for the same random wind speed is shown in Figure 5.8. The

result looks very similar to the anemometer method but comparison of the two responses in

Figure 5.9 shows them to be slightly different.
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Figure 5.9 Anemometer method versus calculation method
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The difference is nominal and the average power produced by the algorithms is presented in

Table 5.2. The output power difference between the calculation and anemometer methods over

time is plotted in Figure 5.10. The sum of the power difference over the time period is positive

indicating the superiority of the calculation method.
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Figure 5.10 Power difference between the calculation and anemometer methods

Figure 5.11 shows the difference between the calculated wind speed and the actual wind speed.

The slight difference can be contributed to the inertia of the mechanical system as discussed.
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Figure 5.11 Calculated wind speed versus real wind speed

5.2.3 Constant step method result

The constant step algorithm is not able to track the instantaneous change in wind speed thus the

tracker was given a 'head start' in the simulation to enable it to start in the correct region of

operation and not from zero, as would be the case in a practical situation. The algorithm was

initialised with the optimal loading for approximately 6 mis.
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Figure 5.12 Constant step control- lost & regained control

Figure 5.12 represents two simulations. The 'Control Lost' trace is the result of the basic

constant step algorithm with no protective measure for the scenario where the system runs into

the unstable region. This scenario was discussed in section 4.2.1.1 where the position of the

operating point meant that the decline in wind speed moved the operating point into the unstable

region. As can be seen in Figure 5.12, the system loses control at approximately 70 s and never

recovers. The 'Control Regained' trace is the system with the protective measure incorporated.

After the system lost control, the protective system was enabled and the control was slowly

recovered. Figure 5.13 shows the requested current for the two systems.
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Figure 5.13 Lost & regained control comparison of current reference

Once the system loses control, the load is almost completely removed in order to allow the wind

turbine to build up speed and then the algorithm slowly begins tracking the optimal power point

once agam.

5.2.4 Measured results to random wind

The average power produced for each method simulated is tabulated in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2 Average simulated power production

Method used Average power produced (W)

Anemometer 996.95

Calculation 997.57

Constant step (Lost Control) 373.69

Constant step (Regained Control) 513.36

As can be seen from the results, the constant step method does not perform satisfactorily. The

anemometer and calculation methods show very good and very similar results, with the
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calculation method performing slightly better than the anemometer method under these ideal,

theoretical conditions.

5.3 Summary

As can be seen from simulations, the constant step method of tracking does not work very well.

The inability of the tracker to react fast enough leads to it lagging the available power to such an

extent that during large drop in wind speed, the operating point falls into the unstable region of

operation. Even with the protective measure incorporated, the power that the constant step

method is able to produce is significantly lower than the power produced by the other two

methods. Thus from the results seen in the simulations, the constant step method of tracking

presented is not a viable option of tracking for a wind turbine.

The anemometer method of tracking worked very well. The trace describing the maximum

available power was very similar to the resultant output power of the tracker. The slight

discrepancy between the two traces has been contributed to the effect of the inertia of the system

and is expected and acceptable. The perceived disadvantage with this method is that inaccuracies

in the initial determination of the equation or look-up table would result in the system being

permanently slightly inefficient. This is not a serious problem as discussed in section 4.2.2.1, as

there is a relatively broad region in the power profiles where the power production loss IS

minimal.

The calculation method is favoured due to the attractiveness of it to small-scale systems and it

has proved to be the pre-eminent method proposed from the simulation results. Not only does

this method of tracking remove the need of an expensive anemometer, but it also shows an

increase in produced power under these ideal, theoretical conditions. The disadvantage of this

method is that it introduces more opportunity for error in the practical system measurements and

initial setup of the system parameters needed in the wind speed calculation. As discussed in

section 4.2.2.1, this is not a serious problem and fine-tuning of the calculation system would

reduce the severity of this.

In order to try and implement these tracking methods on a realistic system, an analog wind

turbine simulator is developed. Details of the practical system are presented in the following

chapter.
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Chapter 6. Development of an Analog Wind Turbine

Simulator

The algorithms proposed and computer simulated in Simplorer™ were then tested on an analog

model in order for the system that was simulated to be verified. This system provided a realistic

model of what was to be expected from a wind turbine and an active rectifier. This system was

modelled around the actual wind turbine and the process, from the different wind speeds striking

the blades to the DC current produced, was simulated. Figure 6.1 below shows the setup used.

The analog model that was used consisted of two sections- a wind turbine section and a

converter section.

Wind Speed
Reference

I

+ I' "». ~
DSP Power Point Tracker

re re
0 Load

\. \... ./
Inverter Active Rectifier

Figure 6.1 Analog system setup

An inverter, which switches the inputted DC to a 3-phase output, was used to electrically

simulate the wind turbine so that it provided the electrical characteristics at its output, as was to

be expected at the terminals of an ideal wind turbine. The effect of the internal impedances of the

generator was ignored in the model due to its small effect on the overall system. This meant that

the inverter was programmed to react to the loading on itself and respond to different wind

speeds provided to it, as an ideal wind turbine would in the field.

Due to electrical constraints, the exact ranges of electrical characteristics expected from the wind

turbine were not able to be implemented on the inverter and so the characteristics were scaled
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down to accommodate for these limitations. The power characteristics were nonetheless still

maintained, but the voltage and current parameters were altered. This inverter is thus a complete

model of the wind turbine with the same power responses as would be produced by a wind

turbine in the field.

Figure 6.2 Inverter

The converter is the system by which the loading can be regulated. This converter was operated

as an active rectifier which switches the 3-phase waveforms inputted to a DC output. The

waveforms inputted to the active rectifier are evaluated and the present power point tracking

method is used to alter the power flow.

Figure 6.3 Converter
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6. 1 The Inverter

The implemented inverter uses a full bridge topology implemented by aSemikron SKlIP 202

GD 061-357CTV module. The controller is a fixed point, Texas Instruments TMS320LF2407A

and has a clock speed of 40 MHz and a switching frequency of 5 kHz. This DSP has the feature

to enable it to directly generate the required switching signals for the semiconductor switches.

As simulated in Simplorer™, two input parameters are needed for operation, namely the present

wind speed and the external loading on the system. The wind speed was predetermined and

loaded into a look-up table in the DSP. Measuring the power flow out of the inverters three

phases is costly and complex so the DC voltage and current into the inverter was measured.

As explained in section 3.1.2, acceleration on the wind turbines shaft is result of a difference

between the torque provided by the blades and the counter torque developed by the generators

windings. This acceleration is also a function of the inertia of the shaft, and is integrated to

obtain a value of the rotors angular velocity or rotor speed. The amplitude and frequency of the

outputted voltage of the wind turbine system is a function of the rotor speed, which is also used

for the blades torque characteristics.

6.1.1 Inverter programming structure

The DSP controlling the inverter was responsible for the implementation of the wind turbine

characteristics. The program for this was important as the response of the inverter had to be as

close as possible to the practical wind turbine.

The inverter's modulation index was linked to the frequency of the output waveforms, thus

ensuring a linear relationship between the frequency and the voltage amplitude produced, as

expected from the rotating machine. The modulation index was also used to limit the available

output amplitude after a certain input voltage was reached. The input voltage had to be kept

above this value to ensure accurate representation of the wind turbine.

The required frequency of the output waveforms is obtained from discrete integration of a torque

difference multiplied by a constant. The constant represents the effect of inertia and of the

sampling period of the integration and the torque difference is difference between the electrical

and mechanical torque.

The electrical torque is calculated by the measured electrical power divided by the angular

rotational velocity of the output waveforms. The electrical power is a product of the measured

DC bus voltage that is measured using the onboard voltage measurement feature, and the
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measured current flowing into the DC bus. This current measurement is measured by a Hall-

Effect current sensor on the input terminals to the DC bus.

The mechanical torque is the torque that the wind turbine blades produce and is a function of the

wind speed and the angular velocity of the machine. The torque profile is obtained from the wind

speed under investigation. This wind speed is either pre-programmed using a look-up table or

externally controlled via the user. The wind speeds that did not exactly correlate to a specific

torque resulted in the torque curve being interpolated between two neighbouring curves. The

exact mechanical torque value is then obtained at a specific angular velocity.

Wind Speed

Power Rotor Torque
Interpolation

Rotor Torque
Look-up
Table

Electrical
1-------+1

Tor ue

Discrete
Integration

Rotor Speed

Output Voltage
Amplitude & Frequency

PWM of Switch ing
Si nals

Figure 6.4 Inverter programming flow chart

6.1.2 Low-pass filter

A LC filter was included at the output of the inverter to remove the undesired harmonics from

the 5 kHz switching frequency. An LC filter circuit diagram is displayed in Figure 6.5 below.
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Figure 6.5 Filter
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The Laplace transformation of this filter is [31]:

1
sL +-
f sC

f

(6.1)

Simplifying (6.1) leads to:

r.; 1
V;n = 1+s2LfCf

(6.2)

The cut-off frequency is defined as follows:

OJ -c (6.3)

The size of inductor Lr is 200 J.l.H and the capacitor Cf is 350 J.l.F. From (6.3), the cut-off

frequency of this low pass filter is 3780 rad/s which corresponds to 602 Hz. This is above the

maximum limited frequency of 160 Hz deliverable by the inverter and well below the switching

frequency of 5 kHz, thus the desired signal will pass through to the load and the effects of the

switching will be eliminated. A bode plot of the practical filter is represented in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6 Bode plot of the filter used

From Figure 6.6, it can be seen that the phase of the output is undisturbed at the desired

frequencies and the higher frequency components are removed.

6.2 The Active Rectifier

The active rectifier is the section in which the power point tracking in achieved. The different

algorithms are programmed into its controller and the required loading is calculated and then

executed by controlling the switching of the rectifier. The outputted DC is applied over a

resistive load for the purposes of these tests but is used to charge batteries and supply different

loads in the practical implementation.

The rectifier was adapted from an existing converter used for educational purposes [32]. This

training tool includes a standard 6-pulse converter with three Semikron SKM 200GB l22D

IGBT modules. The DC bus has six 450 V, 3.3 rnF capacitors across it. The total capacity of this

capacitor bank is 9.9mF and it is rated up to 900 V. This rectifier was not built for the purpose of

the required conditions and so some functionalities were not optimal, but overall, the rectifier

proved the validity of the different tracking algorithms.

The PEC3l Digital Signal Processor was used to control the switching signals for the rectifier. It

uses a TMS 320C3l Texas Instruments processor. This 32-bit digital signal processor is a

floating-point processor and can perform 40 MFLOPS. The board also has onboard analog to
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digital converters. The PEe31 has its own pulse width modulation feature that enables switching

of semiconductor switches. The reference signal is simply inputted to a Field Programmable

Gate Array (FPGA) and the FPGA controls the top and bottom switching signals and includes

the pre-determined dead time.

The current and voltage measurements were performed by the PEe31 Measurement System. The

current and voltage of each phase is measured and the De bus voltage on the output is also

measured. The gains of the various measurements are set on the measurement system and the

outputs are then applied to the analog to digital converters onboard the PEe31.

6.2.1 Active rectifier programming structure

The main program to determine the switching signals is run at 10kHz and begins with the

current and voltages measurements of the three phases and the De bus voltage measurement.

The a{3 transformation is used on the voltage signals and also on the current signals to acquire

representation of the three signals, which is easier to evaluate. The system is assumed to be

balanced and so the a{3 plane can be visualised as a dimension in which the three balanced

signals can be represented by a single vector A, rotating around the cxand {3-axis' origin, where

the length of the vector is a linear function of the signals' amplitudes and the angular velocity of

the vector is the angular velocity of the signal under investigation. The transformation provides

an alpha and beta axis component. This length of this vector can than be determined by means of

Pythagoras' Theorem.

(6.4)

Thus is the amplitudes of the signals were constant, the length of the vector would remain

constant and the vector would trace a perfect circle around the origin.

The vector lengths of the transformations are calculated and filtered slightly to remove the high

frequency noise accumulated from the measurement systems. The instantaneous reactive power

theory defined by [33] stipulates the following:

P=v·] (6.5)

Or,

(6.6)
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As the voltage and current vectors are in-phase with each other, the voltage transformation's

vector length and the current transformation's vector length can simply be multiplied together to

acquire the inputted power which is used in the various algorithms examined.

The angular velocity of the sinusoidal signals inputted is represented by the angular velocity of

the rotating vector. A simple method of determining the frequency of the voltage and current

entering the rectifier is to measure the time taken for the rotating vector to complete a half cycle

in the a{3 plane and scale proportionally. A counter was implemented so that once the vector

passed through the l3-axis, the controller would not do multiple counts until the vector was

considered to be out of the region around the l3-axis. Once the vector is assumed to be out of the

l3-axis region, tests for the vector passing through the new l3-axis commence. This becomes more

complex because the frequency being measured varies between 0 Hz and 160 Hz (limited). The

size used for evaluation of whether the vector is in the axis region is determined and the counter

to ensure that the vector has left the axis region are both updated with regards to the speed and

the proportional length of the rotating vector (faster and thus longer vector need a greater area in

which to be evaluated as apposed to a slower vector).

Due to the desire for maximum efficiency, the controlled input current must be in-phase with the

input voltage. This creates the need for three current reference signals. The simplest method is to

use the input voltages as reference signals. This is achieved by scaling the dq representation of

the measured voltages to unity by using the length of the vector and then transforming these

values back to the abc plane, therefore creating three unitary signals synchronous with the input

voltage.

Once the power point tracker algorithm for the method under consideration has calculated a

required current, the unitary signals are scaled by this calculated reference current.

The current reference signals are then used as the input to an inner current control loop. This

inner current control loop uses conventional predictive current control to realise the required

current reference for the next sample.

The current value at the next sample that would be realised if no control was done on the system

is obtained as follows:

iet + 1) = iet) + tltx VDC

L
(6.7)
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where L represents the boost inductor on each phase which is required for the rectifier's

operation. The change that must be implemented in the current signals to acquire the desired

current reference at the next sample point is then calculated.

Ói(t + 1) = ire[(t + 1) - iet + 1) (6.8)

Using the current-voltage relationship of an inductor, the required voltage to realise the

demanded current can then be calculated.

Ldiv= -
dt

(6.9)

The duty cycles required for this reference voltage are then calculated usmg zero state

distribution and delivered to the FPGA.

The flow diagram in Figure 6.7 represents the basic structure involved with the rectifier's nsp
program.
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Figure 6.7 Rectifier programming flow chart
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6.2.2 Equivalent active rectifier model

ryRC+::::jW:::J-L t-f- -_- -_- --,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -,...--_- -_- - _-- -.....1 _..,.-_-,--+_II --,

R

I
I
I~------------------------------~Active Rectifier

Figure 6.8 System equivalent circuit

The equivalent power circuit model of the basic AC to DC active rectifier is given by [34] and is

displayed in Figure 6.8. The transfer function is given in (6.10) below.

1
V; 3~ C
Is = V;re/ S+_1_

RC

(6.10)

A block diagram of the system can now be derived from (6.10) and is shown in Figure 6.9

3Vbelow, where K, =_sv.;

's Kd
'in ++ 'c 1 VI

~ -
sC-

'I 1
R

Figure 6.9 Active rectifier's dynamic model

6.2.3 Overall active rectifier description

The active rectifier can be seen as an active impedance on the source. By adjusting the voltage

output from the active rectifier over a constant load, the power dissipated by the load can be
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controlled. By considering the active rectifier to be ideal without any internal losses, the power

produced by the source is controlled by the rectifier and equal to the power dissipated in the

load. As explained in Chapter 4, the output characteristic of the source is determined by the

loading on it.

Figure 4.14 below is a block diagram of the whole system under consideration.

Wind RotorSpeed

~~-
I Pin
I VsI
I 1 VI 1 II
I
I sC R
I VaI
L X

Pin Power Point Iref Predictive
Tracker Current Control

I
I

Wind Speed

Figure 6.10 Block diagram of the active rectifier with the wind turbine

The wind turbine block has been simplified and involves its own block diagram as seen in Figure

4.14 with the produced power and wind speed as its inputs. The Power Point Tracker block is the

system whereby the maximum power point trackers are introduced. The power entering the

active rectifier is measured and analysed by this section and one of the trackers also includes a

wind speed input. The result produced from the power point tracking block is a current reference

signal and is processed by the predictive current control. The predictive current control regulates

the modulation index which determines the switching signals of the active rectifier. The voltage

source Va is controlled by the modulation index ma and the voltage over the load ~ by the

relationship Va = ma~ .
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6.3 Initial Practical System Results

The system was implemented as explained above and simple tests were run to fine tune the

different parameters. The inverter was set to deliver a response for a 5 mis wind, then a 6 mis

wind and a 7 mis wind speed. The active rectifier was programmed to constantly increase the

loading on the inverter. The results of logged power delivered by the active rectifier are plotted

in the figures below along with the power profile for that specific wind speed that was

programmed into the inverter. The 'X' mark is the maximum power measured by the DSP

controlling the active rectifier and the ,*, trace represents the measured power on the rectifier's

DC bus at specific frequencies. The solid trace is the programmed blade power profiles.

300,------------,------------~------------_;

~
~ 150
~a.

50-----------------------------t-- ----------------------------,---- ------------------------

50 100
Frequency (Hz)

150

Figure 6.11 Measured and programmed power profiles for 5 mis
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Figure 6.12 Measured and programmed power profiles for 6 mis
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Figure 6.13 Measured and programmed power profiles for 7 mis

From the figures above, it can be seen that there is a power difference between the measured

output and the programmed input. This power difference is to be expected from the losses

associated with the semi-conducting switches, both in the inverter and the active rectifier, and
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the line losses between the inverter and active rectifier. There is a slight mismatch in the

frequency range resulting in the measured profile being slightly off centre with regards to the

programmed profile. This is a result of a measurement error in the inverter resulting in the

frequency being calculated from the slightly incorrect power measurement. These measurement

errors are to be expected and the power profiles used in the maximum power point tracking

algorithms need to be tuned to compensate for them.

6.4 Summary

The preferred manner to evaluate proposals for a system is to conduct tests on that specific

system. Due to the complications of evaluation on an actual wind turbine such as the inconstancy

of wind and the inability to reproduce the exact wind profile, an analog system was developed

whereby the complete wind turbine system is replicated. The output signals generated by a wind

turbine are simulated using an inverter controlled by a DSP loaded with the power profiles of a

wind turbine rotor. The loading is achieved using an active rectifier as will be used on the

practical system. From this analog system, it is possible to evaluate the proposed maximum

power point tracking algorithms.

The simulated tracking methods results presented in Chapter 5 are compared to the analog

simulated results in the following chapter.
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Chapter 7. Experimental Results

The algorithms and proposals made throughout this thesis were tested on the analog test system

presented in Chapter 6. Measurements were made using Tektronix 3014B e*Scope™

oscilloscope. Logging of the real time results over long periods was achieved between the RS232

TDS3VM Tektronix communication module in the oscilloscope and a personal computer.

MATLAB® was used to communicate with the oscilloscope via the serial port and store the data

returned by the oscilloscope. The specific data acquired was the values returned from the

oscilloscopes 'mean' and 'frequency' measurement functions.

The power measurements were obtained by measuring the DC bus voltage and current produced

by the active rectifier. The frequency measurements were taken from the input signals entering

the active rectifier.

7. 1 Practical System Parameters

The power profiles supplied by the blade designer and the number of poles and inertia used in

the simulations were also used in the analog system. The effects of the internal losses of the

simulated generator were disregarded for the analog system. The physical limitations of some of

the components implemented in the analog system, lead to the voltage levels being scaled down,

and a limiting factor being placed on the output frequency in the implementation of the source

inverter. These changes do not affect the overall high level power simulations needed for the

power point tracking evaluation. The machine parameters used in the analog system are

tabulated in Table 7.1 below.

Table 7.1 Analog system parameters

Parameter Value

Total inertia (J) 1.954 kgnr'

Voltage constant (k.) 0.0746

Poles (P) 32
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7.2 Equation Methods Results

7.2.1 Step Response Results

The step response of the wind speed from 5 mis to 7 mis was investigated. The results in Figure

7.1 and Figure 7.2 below are images captured from the oscilloscope for the anemometer method.

Figure 7.1 is the systems response to a wind speed increase and Figure 7.2 is the systems

response to a wind speed decrease. The red trace is the power calculated from the current and

voltage traces.
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Figure 7.1 Anemometer method increasing step response
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Figure 7.2 Anemometer method decreasing step response

Similarly to the previous figures, Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4 are the system responses to input

steps using the calculation method.
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Figure 7.3 Calculation method increasing step response
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Figure 7.4 Calculation method decreasing step response

From the step responses in the figures above, it can be seen that the calculation method does

have a faster response time than the anemometer method. The measured results of the settling

times for the step responses are tabulated in Table 7.2. It must be kept in mind that the slight

noise on the measured signals makes it impossible to find the precise settling times.

Table 7.2 Settling times

Anemometer method Calculation method

5% 2% 5% 2%

Rising settling times (s) 1.82 (2.309) 2.38 (3.019) 1.74 (1.805) 1.98 (2.270)

Falling settling times (s) 1.82 (2.499) 2.60 (3.449) 1.84 (1.909) 2.20 (2.584)

The values displayed in brackets are the simulated results found in Table 5.1. It can be seen from

the results in Table 7.2 that the calculation method has an overall faster response but that the

anemometer method has a faster response than originally simulated. This faster anemometer

method's response time can be attributed to the reasoning proposed in section 5.1.1. The

practical system is not an ideal system as simulated and the loading on the generator is unable to

change instantaneously. The point 2 as seen in Figure 5.4 thus moves closer towards point 3. The
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anemometer method's route taken to the new operating point as described in Figure 5.4 is thus

shorter, and this can be seen by the faster response times.

7.2.2 Random Wind Results

The same random wind profile used in the simulations in Chapter 5 was implemented in the DSP

on the active rectifier side and used to provide the wind speeds via its DIA to the inverter's AID.

The wind profile was generated in the active rectifier's DSP as it was easier to implement there

and the wind speed was also required for the anemometer method. The generated wind speed

value was however not used by the calculation method in any way.

The result from the anemometer method is shown in Figure 7.5 below. The instantaneous result

of the maximum available power is superimposed onto the measured result to show the

similarities.
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Figure 7.5 Anemometer method

The result of the calculation method using the same wind speed profile is shown in Figure 7.6

below. Once again, the power produced by the system is very similar to the maximum available

power except for the slight difference, which can be attributed mostly to switching losses. The

effects of the losses in the switches in the inverter and the active rectifier in the practical system

have not been accounted for.
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Also, allowance for slight discrepancies in the communication of the wind speeds between the

two nsP's must be made. A slight error in the wind speed measurement was shown in section

2.2.1 to have a very large effect in the power production due to the cubic relationship between

the power and wind speed. Thus, if the wind speed reference outputted to the inverter was

slightly offset, the power offset would be quite noticeable.
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Figure 7.6 Calculation method

The anemometer and calculation methods are compared in Figure 7.7. As in the simulations, the

results of the two methods are very similar. The difference between the practical results and the

simulated results from Chapter 5, is that the practical results from the calculation method show it

to produce a slightly less average power than the anemometer method which is contrary to the

proclamation made in section 5.2.4.
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Figure 7.7 Comparison of power from anemometer and calculation methods

Figure 7.8 shows a comparison between the wind speed generated by the DSP and the wind

speed calculated in the calculation method. The magenta trace displays the actual wind speed

generated by the PEe31 and the green trace represents the calculated wind speed. As can be seen

in the figure, there appears to be a constant error between the two results .
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Figure 7.8 Wind speed comparisons
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The offset error between the actual and calculated wind speeds was adjusted in the calculation

method procedure and the analog system was rerun. The power produced was increased due to

this adjustment and the results of all tested methods are tabulated in Table 7.3 below.

Table 7.3 Average power production in the analog system

Method used Average power (W)

Anemometer

Calculation

798.88

789.56

805.81Adjusted calculation

As can be seen from the results, once the calculation method was adjusted, it was superior as

deduced in the simulations.

7.3 Constant Step Method Results

In order to confirm that the constant step method is inappropriate for a wind turbine tracking

method as discussed in Chapter 5, the constant step method was evaluated in the analog system.

Figure 7.9 below represents the results from a random wind simulation where the red trace is the

power measured and the pink trace is wind speed.
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Figure 7.9 Constant step result

This result is very similar to the simulated response as seen in Figure 5.12. The simulated result

is superimposed onto the measured result and displayed in Figure 7.10.
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Figure 7.10 Comparison of simulated and measured results
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It can be seen that the analog result loses control slightly earlier than the simulated result. This is

due to the switching losses that were unaccounted for in the simulations, slightly altering the

behaviour of the system.

7.4 Summary

The results of the algorithms implemented in the analog system, confirmed the results seen in the

simulations. The calculation method's settling times from the step responses, was very similar to

the simulated result. The practical settling times of the anemometer method were slightly better

than simulated due to the inability of the practical system to change the loading instantly as

discussed in section 7.2.

The responses to the varying wind were also as expected. The results were in the same form as

the simulations but for a power offset which can be attributed to switching losses and

measurement error. The calculation method produced a slightly less than expected output power

due to a minor offset in the wind speed calculation, but an adjustment made in the calculated

wind speed corrected the output power to the expected result. Testing of the constant step

method confirmed the inappropriateness of this proposed method for this application.

The authenticity of the analog system developed was validated by the similarities of the results to

the simulated results.
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Chapter 8. Conclusions

8. 1 System Conclusions

The aim of this project was to investigate methods to increase the efficiency of wind turbines for

small-scale applications.

The first topic discussed was the physical placement of the wind turbine to utilize the effects of

the surrounding terrain and topography for an increase in the expected wind speeds striking the

wind turbine blades. Prudent understanding of the different effects of terrain and topography on

the wind dynamics could result in a wind turbine experiencing twice as much wind speed at its

blades. This leads to a potential eight times more power being produced by the wind turbine.

The accuracy and feasibility of using the available wind data to determine possible wind turbine

site feasibility was discussed. It was concluded that an accurate anemometer at the proposed site

is needed which can be correlated with neighbouring weather stations. This correlation could be

used to get a more accurate indication of the expected wind. It was also shown that a higher

resolution of sampled wind speed data is needed for the accurate calculation of expected power

productivity of the wind turbine site.

Maximum power point trackers are methods whereby the electrical loading on the system is

optimized to ensure a maximum power transfer from the available wind energy. Most small-

scale wind turbines in operation do not incorporate any form of maximum power point tracker

due to the additional cost of equipment and the general unawareness of them and the principals

they employ. Three algorithms were proposed whereby the loading on the wind turbine could be

controlled by the control of an active rectifier.

1. The constant step method is a widely renowned method for solar panels whereby the

effect of a load change on the power output is analyzed to establish the new loading.

2. An anemometer method was discussed. The present wind speed is measured using an

anemometer, and a predetermined optimal loading equation is used to adjust the loading

accordingl y.

3. A variation on the anemometer method entitled the calculation method was proposed,

where the wind speed is calculated from the present system parameters. The anemometer

method is then used to calculate the optimal loading for that calculated wind speed. The

attraction of this method is that it removes the need for an expensive external
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anemometer, but the disadvantage is that it introduces more opportunity for error in the

system measurements. Initial setup of the system parameters is needed in the wind speed

calculation and error here results in a permanent inefficiency. This disadvantage is not of

great concern as the nature of the rotor's power profiles allows for a broad region of

inaccuracy where the reduction of output power is minimal.

A better understanding of the wind turbine and the proposed system was obtained through

simulation and experimentation of the system. An electro-mechanical model of the complete

system was developed and the responses to load and wind speed changes were considered. Itwas

discovered that the response time to a load change was very long which questioned the suitability

of the constant step tracking method proposed for wind turbines.

A simulation model was created from the electro-mechanical model proposed in this thesis, in

order to provide a means by which to assess the proposed algorithms. The simulated results from

the constant step method were unsatisfactory, confirming the initial suspicion. The system's slow

transient response meant that the tracker was unable to respond fast enough to wind variation.

There was also a likelihood of the system becoming unstable and thus it is obvious that this

proposed method is unsuited for use in wind turbines. The anemometer method however

produced excellent results in the simulations and the power response was always very close to

the maximum available power for the varying wind. The calculation method proved to be even

better than the anemometer method; producing a slightly higher average power provided the

correct offset was adjusted. It must be remembered that these results are from an ideal system

where the exact system parameters are used.

The preferred method to evaluate the different proposed maximum power point tracking methods

would be to use an actual wind turbine. This would prove difficult as the inconstancy of wind

and the inability to reproduce the exact wind profile without an expensive, controlled wind

tunnel. Thus an analog system was developed where the wind turbine was replicated by an

inverter and an active rectifier, similar to the proposed one, was implemented for the loading.

Minor enhancements on the analog system should have been made as described in section 8.2,

but the overall system simulated an actual wind turbine very well for the purpose of the power

point tracking algorithms evaluation.

The results from the analog system confirmed the results obtained in the computer simulations,

though a slightly inferior result of the calculation method confirmed that incorrect modelling of

the wind turbine system would result in a slightly lower efficiency. An adjustment made in the
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calculated wind speed improved the average output power measured and it was once again

superior to the anemometer method.

The analog simulation of the constant step method proved similar to the computer simulated

result which confirmed that in a wind turbine system, it is an inappropriate power point tracking

system.

The anemometer and calculation methods have shown to produce an output power close to the

maximum available power. This leaves very little opportunity for improvement and so it can be

assumed from the simulated results, that this method of tracking is almost ideal. The calculation

method is slightly better than the anemometer method provided it is setup correctly, and it has

the added advantage of no required anemometer. This is under exact modelling of the system and

so a slightly less efficient system can be expected in practice.

The additional cost of an active rectifier and controller to the price of a wind turbine was not

investigated for the purpose of thesis, but it is believed that the benefits gained from the

additional power harvested will compensate for the extra cost.

8.2 Future Work

8.2.1 Modifications on current system

With regards to the analog model, a few improvements to the existing system can be made.

8.2.1.1 Oscillation of the analog model

A slight oscillation at a very low frequency (approximately 0.05 Hz) of the power produced by

the inverter was noted during steady state operation. This slight oscillation did not affect the

outcome of the algorithms tested and was insignificant to the operation of simulating a wind

turbine. This oscillation could be explained by the lack of high resolution data manipulation

ability in the fixed point processor. A floating point processor is thus proposed to replace the

fixed point DSP in controlling the inverter.

8.2.1.2 Switching losses

The effect of the switching losses on the overall operation was not taken into account. This

means that the characteristic power profiles of the wind turbine were not exactly correct at the

output terminals of the inverter. Due to the incorrect power measurement being fed back to the

measurement system, the lower wind speeds were not able to be tested on the analog system.

This inability of the system to run these lower wind speeds was not imperative to the project as
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the main aim of the analog system was to test the proposed maximum power point tracker

algorithms. The algorithm's performances are not dependant on the wind speeds and success of

these algorithms at the tested wind speeds imply the success at lower wind speeds as well.

In order to solve the problem of the switching losses in the inverter, the power measurement for

the wind turbine simulation calculations should bypass the switches and be taken on the output

of the inverter- not the input. This involves more measurements, as each phase voltage and

current has to be measured, but the effect of switching losses on the system will be removed.

8.2.1.3 Test bed

The effect of the losses in the electrical generator in the wind turbine process has not been

investigated. Only the power profiles of the blades have been used to provide an insight into the

expected signals on the output terminals of the wind turbine. The efficiency of the generator

could be investigated separately and then included in the blade power profiles but the following

solution would be better.

A test bed with the actual generator to be used should be constructed. This would provide an

even more realistic model of the physical system to be implemented in the field. The inverter

simulating the wind turbine could be used directly to control a machine to drive the generator.

The machine driving the generator thus provides the effect of the wind turbine blades on the

shaft. A synchronous machine would be used as the rotational velocity of the shaft can be

directly controlled by the inverter's output frequency. A more complicated system using an

induction motor is presented in [35].

If the power measurement needed in the wind turbine simulation algorithm were to be taken

electrically from the power supplied to the machine simulating the blades, there would still be

the losses associated from the internal losses of that machine. In order to provide an exact replica

of the power and torque to be delivered to the shaft by the blade simulating machine, the torque

between the machine and generator can be measured using a torque transducer. This measured

result would be combined with the electrical frequency to provide an improved model of the

effect of the blades on the generator.

Thus the model of the wind turbine system could be extended to include all the actual

components of a wind turbine with the exception of the blades, which have no electro-

mechanical analogue
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8.2.2 Practical implementation

The purpose of this thesis is to implement these proposals on a commercial wind turbine system.

Two concerns are addressed with regard to this practical implementation.

8.2.2.1 Battery bank storage

In order to reduce losses in the system, the wind turbine is designed to produce a high rated

voltage. Due to the characteristic operation of a converter, the DC bus value of the converter will

always be larger than the rms value of the AC signal. The connotation of a "small-scale" wind

turbine system is that the system does not require an extremely large storage capacity and will

most likely be satisfied by a few 12 V lead acid batteries. The DC output of the active rectifier

will have to be reduced to accommodate the lower voltage of the lead acid batteries. A buck

converter is proposed to accomplish this. This could increase the cost of the overall rectification

section, but the use of a common heat sink for the rectifier and buck converter and the same DSP

to control the active rectifier and the buck converter, would reduce this cost. MOSFETs would

be used to reduce the switching losses.

8.2.2.2 Autonomous recalibration system

Equation control in the future can be extended to include an autonomous system whereby the

system continuously recalibrates the maximum power points by analyzing the power points at

corresponding wind speeds. Effects of acceleration would need to be taken into account and thus

only the power points measured during more constant wind periods would be of value to update

the maximum power profile, unless the effect of acceleration and deceleration could be

integrated into the recalibration system. Effects such as dust and dirt on the blades and ageing

bearings ensure that the blade power profiles change slightly over time. The recalibration of the

parameters would ensure that the system continued to perform optimally over time.
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Appendix A Inverter Code
A section of the C++ code implemented in the DSP controlling the inverter is presented. This file

is part of a collection of files implemented in the control of the DSP. Only this file is presented

as only it deals with the implementation of the wind turbine simulation.

/*_f MD_F2407.c ] _

project: Optimization of Wind Energy Transfer using Wind Turbines

- function
-Simulation of a Wind turbine using an inverter

- remarks
-Input wind speed acquired through A/D and then superposition is used to retrieve the
corresponding torque that the Wind Turbine would be able to provide. The P_Meas from
the DC Bus is measured and the corresponding torque is calculated using the current
outputted frequency. The two acquired torques' difference is integrated to produce the
new "rotor speed" (frequency). The modulation index is proportional to the calculated
rotor speed.

- program
G.D. Moor
2003/09

- original framework
J.P.F. Mostert
2002/11

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
#include "F2407Regs.h"

#define MD F2407

void F2407_SYSTEM(void) ;
void F2407_lO_SETUP(void);
void F2407_ADC(void);
void F2407_TMR_PWM(void);
void F2407_LEDS(void);
void MD_Delay(void);
void F2407_WD_EN(void) ;
void F2407_lnt(void);
void Sin_Comp(void);
void F2407_Kick_Dog(void) ;

/*======= Look-Up Tables =========*/
int
unsigned int
unsigned int
unsigned int
unsigned int
unsigned int
unsigned int
unsigned int
unsigned int
unsigned int
unsigned int

Sine (int) ;
Torq_l (int) ;
Torq_2(int) ;
Torq_3 (int) ;
Torq_4 (int) ;
Torq_5 (int) ;
Torq_6 (int);
Torq_7 (int) ;
Torq_8 (int);
Torq_9 (int) ;
Torq_10 (int) ;

/*Sine signal look-up table*/
/*Turbine torque characteristic look-up table*/

/* MAIN PROGRAM */

void main(void)
(

F2407_SYSTEM() ;
F2407 lO_SETUP();
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F2407_ADC() ;
F2407 _TMR_PWM ();
MD_Delay() ;
F2407_WD_EN() ;
F2407_Int() ;

/* SYSTEM SETUP */

void F2407_SYSTEM(void)

#define wd DISABLE (1«6)
#define wd CHK Ox28

iaWDCR
iaSCSR1

wd_DISABLElwd_CHK;
Ox008C;

/* Disable Watchdog */
/* Enable EVA,EVB,A/D Clock */

void F2407_IO_SETUP(void)

/* IO SETUP */

iaMCRA
iaMCRC
iaPEDATDIR
iaPFDATDIR

OxOFC3;
Ox0001;
OxFOFO;
Ox1000;

/* PWMI-PWM6,SCITXD,SCIRXD */
/* IOPEl, IOPE2 Selected */
/* IOPE4-IOPE7 = '1' */
/* IOPF4 Relay Off */

void F2407_ADC(void)

/* A/D SETUP */

iaADCTRL1
asm (" NOP");
iaADCTRL1
iaMAXCONV
iaCHSELSEQ1

Ox4000;

Ox0100;
Ox0002;
Ox0023;

/* Reset A/D Module */
/* Delay */

/* 3 Conversions MAX_CONn+l */
/* CH3 & CH2 Selected */

void F2407_TMR_PWM(void)
{

/* TIMER & COMPARE SETUP */

/* Assume CPUCLK=40MHz

Timerl: To Generate PWM
Timer2: To Generate Accurate Timing

Set to 5kHz (taking into account up/down counting mode, Period
Set to continuous up/down mode (for PWM generation).
Set prescale to 1 (clock divide by two).*/

iaCOMCONA = OxOOOO;

iaT1PR 2000;
iaT2PR OxFFFF;

iaACTRA Ox0999;

iaCMPR1 (2000/2) ;
iaCMPR2 (2000/3) ;
iaCMPR3 (2* (2000/2»;

iaT1CNT OxFFFE;
iaT2CNT OxFFFE;

iaDBTCONA Ox06EC;
*/

TPRD*2) .

/* Put PWM Output in High Impedance State */

/* 40MHz/5kHz/2/2=2000 ; Up-Down Count */
/* 40MHz/305Hz/2 = 65536; Only Up Count */

/* PWM2,4,6 Active High. PWMl,3,5 Active Low */

/* No Use, Gets Updated Later */
/- No Use */
/* No Use */

/* Counterl Starting Value */
/* Counter2 Starting Value */

/* Deadband Prescale x/8, Enable All Deadband Units, DB=1.2us
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iaT2CON
iaT1CON

Ox1l80;
Ox0942;

/* Timer2 To Generate Accurate Delay Timing */
/* Start Timerl and Timer2 */

/* LED'S */

void F2407_LEDS(void)

static int count1 = 0;
static int count2 = 0;
static int LED_SEQ[6] {OxFOEO, OxFODO, OxFOBO, OxF070, OxFOBO, OxFODO };

if (++count2 > 80)

if (++count1 >= 6) count1 = 0;

iaPEDATDIR
count2 = 0;

LED_SEQ[countl] ;

/* DELAy */

void MD_Delay(void)

static int DL_Clk = 0;
static int DL_Clk1 = 0;

while(DL Clk1 < 1000)( _
while(-(iaEVAIFRB)&(l));
iaEVAIFRB 1= 1;

/* Wait for 305Hz Timer2 Period Flag */
/* Clear Flag */

DL_Clk1++;

iaCOMCONA Ox8200; /* Enable Compare Operation */

/*~-=~~~~~~~~ WATCH DOG SETUP TIMER */
void F2407_WD_EN(void)

iaWDCR Ox28; /* Enable Watchdog */

/* INTERUPT SETUP */

void F2407 Int(void)

/*
INTI: P_Meas Drive Protection
INT2: Timer I Period Interrupt
INT3: Timer 2 Period Interrupt
INT5: None
INT6: None

*/

asm (" CLRC INTM"); /* Enable Interrupts Globally (assembler Code) */

iaIFR OxFFFF;
iaIMR Ox0007;

/* Clear all Flags */
/* Enable Intl,2,3 */

iaEVAIFRA OxFFFF; /* Clear all Flags */
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iaEVAIMRA
iaEVAIMRB

Ox0081;
Ox0001;

/* PDPINTA, Timerl Period Interrupt Enable */
/* Timer2 Period Interrupt Enable */

void Sin_Comp(void)

/* SINE GENERATION */

static unsigned int
static unsigned int
static unsigned long int
static unsigned long int
static unsigned long int
static unsigned long int
static unsigned long int
static unsigned long int
statie long int
static unsigned long int
static unsigned int
static unsigned int

static float
static unsigned long int
static unsigned long int
static unsigned long int
statie int
statie int
statie int
statie long int
statie int

V Meas
I Meas
T Elec
P_Scale
W_Torq
P Meas
P Filt
rpm
T Diff
rpmD
Ws
Freq

0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
156;
0;
163577856;
20000;
0;

Amp_Lim
pnt_A
pnt_B
pnt_C
Ref_A;
Ref_B;
Ref C;
check
Ampl

0;
0;
(64000/3) ;
2* (64000/3) ;

/*3 phase counters*/

16000 ;
0;

/*~~~~~~~ Wind Speed Input ~~~~~~~~~*/
/** Gather Wind Speed from A/D **/
/*3.29V input ~ 65472, scale to 40960, thus 10m/s 40960*/

/*max 0*/Ws ~ ((long)iaRESULTO * (long)40960) » 16; 40960, min

/*Torque
curve)}*/

/*~~~~~~~ Torque Computation ~~~~~~~~~*/
LowTCurve + ((HighTCurve-LowTCurve}/(WindSpeedRangeBetweenThem}*(Wind from the Lower

if (Ws < 4096)
{

W_Torq ~ 0;

if ((Ws >~ 4096) & (Ws < 8192))
{

/* Om/s -> lm/s */

W_Torq ~ Torq_l(rpm) + ((((long) (Torq_2(rpm)-Torq_1(rpm)))*((long) (Ws - 4096))»>12);

/* lm/s -> 2m/s */

if ((Ws >~ 8192) & (Ws < 12288))
{

/* 2m/s -> 3m/s */

W_Torq ~ Torq_2(rpm) + ((((long) (Torq_3(rpm)-Torq_2(rpm)))*((long) (Ws - 8192))»>12);

W_Torq ~ Torq_3(rpm) + ((((long) (Torq_4(rpm)-Torq_3(rpm)))*((long) (Ws - 12288))»>12);

/* 3m/s -> 4m/s */if ((Ws >~ 12288) & (Ws < 16384))
{

}

if ((Ws >~ 16384) & (Ws < 20480))
{

/* 4m/s -> 5m/s */

W_Torq ~ Torq_4(rpm) + ((((long) (Torq_5(rpm)-Torq_4(rpm)))*((long) (Ws - 16384))»>12);

if ((Ws >~ 20480) & (Ws < 24576))
{

/* 5m/s -> 6m/s */

W_Torq ~ Torq_5(rpm) + ((((long) (Torq_6(rpm)-Torq_5(rpm)))*((long) (Ws - 20480))»>12);

/* 6m/s -> 7m/s */if ((Ws >~ 24576) & (Ws < 28672))
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w_Torq Torq_6(rpm) + ((((long) (Torq_7(rpm)-Torq_6(rpm)))*((long) (Ws - 24576)))>>12);

if ((Ws >= 28672) & (Ws < 32768))
{

1* 7mls -> 8mls *1

w_Torq = Torq_7(rpm) + ((((long) (Torq_8(rpm)-Torq_7(rpm)))*((long) (Ws - 28672))»>12);

if ((Ws >= 32768) & (Ws < 36864))
{

1* 8mls -> 9mls *1

W_Torq = Torq_8 (rpm) + (( ((long) (Torq_9 (rpm) -Torq_8 (rpm))) * ((long) (Ws - 32768))) »12);

if ((Ws >= 36864) & (Ws < 40960))
{

1* 9mls -> 10mis *1

W_Torq = Torq_9 (rpm) + (( ((long) (Torq_10 (rpm) -Torq_9 (rpm))) * ((long) (Ws - 36864))) »12);

if (Ws >= 40960)
{

1* Limited to 10mis *1

W_Torq = Torq_10(rpm);

1*======= P Meas Measurement =========*1

1* iaRESULT2 is now Vdc, a maximum of 303.3V = 2Á16_2Á5 *1
1* With a 120 Ohm R, and 1000:1 CT, 13.75A = 65472, OA= 32736, -13.75A= 0 *1

V Meas iaRESULT2; 1* (DSPvalue = 104.2 * V) *1

I Meas iaRESULT1 - 33152; 1* Remove offset (DSPvalue 2350 * I) *1

P_Meas (V_Meas * I_Meas) 1* DSP = 244870 * WATT *1

P Scale P Meas » 8;

P Filt P Filt + ((long) (P_Scale - P_Filt) » 3) ;1*Filter slightly*1

1*======= Torque Computation =========*1

T Elec ((P_Filt * 611) / rpm) » 6; I*real wr conversion, P at same scale*1

T Elec (T_Elec * 7354) » 12; I*value @ 2Áll scale*1

W_Torq (W_Torq * 9639) » 12; I*scale table values, values @ 2Áll scale*1

1*======= Torque Difference & Inertia Integration =========*1

T Diff W_Torq - T_Elec; 1* value @ll scale *1

T Diff (T_Diff * 859) » 10; 1* Add inertia *1

check (T_Diff » 1) + (rprnD » 1) ; 1* check for overflow *1

rprnD += (T_Diff) ; 1* Integrate *1

1*======= Frequency Manipulation =========*1

if (check < 1) rprnD 5242880; I*check for overflow*1

if (rprnD < 1) rprnD 1; I*limit rotor speed +'ve*1

if (rprnD > (314572800 * 2)) rprnD (314572800 * 2); I*limit rotor speed*1

rpm (long) (rprnD) » 20; I*scale DSP rotor speed value*1

Freq ((long) (rprnD » 10) * 874) » 18; I*revert to electrical frequency*1

if (Freq < 1) Freq 1; I*Check limits*1

if (Freq > 2048) Freq 2048 ; I*Check limits*1
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/*======= Amplitude Computation =========*/

Amp_Lim (30984500 / (float) (iaRESULT2));

Amp_Lim ((((float) (Freq)) / 1999) * Amp_Lim);

Ampl (int) (Amp_Lim) ;

if (Ampl >= 2000) Ampl = 1999;

pnt_A += Freq;

pnt_ B += Freq;

pnt_ C += Freq;

/*======= Sinusoidal Outputs =========*/

if (pnt_A >= 64000) pnt_A -= 64000;

Ref A (Sine (pnt_A » 6)) ;

Ref A ((long)Ref_A * (long) Ampl) » 16;

iaCMPRl 1000 + (Ref_A) ;

if (pnt_B >= 64000) pnt_B -= 64000;

Ref _B (Sine (pnt_B » 6)) ;

Ref B ((long)Ref_B * (long) Ampl) » 16;_
iaCMPR2 1000 + (Ref_B) ;

if (pnt_C >= 64000) pnt_ C -= 64000;

Ref_C (Sine (pnt_C » 6)) ;

Ref C ((long) Ref_C * (long) Ampl) » 16;_
iaCMPR3 1000 + (Ref_C) ;

/*Holds voltage reference, irrespective
of DC value*/
/*calculate corresponding
output amplitude*/
/*Convert to integer*/

/*limi t * /

/* 64000/640=100 5kHz/100=50Hz */

/* 2Á6=64 ; 1000 Pts Sin Table */

/* 64*1000=64000 */

/* 2Á6=64 ; 1000 Pts Sin Table */

/* 64*1000=64000 */

/* 2Á6=64 ; 1000 Pts Sin Table */

/* 64*1000=64000 */

void F2407_Kick_Dog(void)

/* KICK DOG */

iaWDKEY
iaWDKEY

Ox55;
OxAA;

/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
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Appendix B Active Rectifier Code
A section of the C++ code implemented in the DSP controlling the active rectifier is presented.

This file is part of a collection of files implemented in the control of the DSP. Only this file is

presented as only it deals with the implementation of the equation algorithms used for maximum

power point tracking. The look-up tables used have been shortened in the presented code below.

I*_[ main.c ] _

Project: Optimization of Wind Energy Transfer using Wind Turbines

- function
-Adjust the power flow to the DC bus, through active rectification
-Generate random wind profiles from a look-up table

- remarks
-This program is responsible for controlling the switching of the STATCON system
which together control the loading on an analog simulation system of a wind turbine.
The input currents and voltages are measured and the power and frequency of the
signals are calculated. A current reference is determined using maximum power point
tracking algorithms and then a conventional predictive current control method is
used to switch the required current, thus controlling the power flow to the DC bus.

- program
G.D. Moor
2003109

- original framework
A.D. le Roux
2000106

-------------------------------------- *1

#define C MAIN

#include <math.h>
#include <float.h>
#include "type.h"
#include "dac84l3.h"
#include "c3x.h"
#include "lcd.h"
#include "ad789l.h"
#include <stdio.h>

#define L (900.0e-6) I*inductor size*1
#define L_inv (l/L)
#define S_freq (10.Oe3) 1 *swi tching frequency*1
#define S_period (l/S_freq)
#define KF (1. 0) I*weight of current prediction*1
#define KP (1. 0) I*weight of voltage increment*1

I* GLOBAL VARIABLES *I

char string_buffer[lOO);

C3X_TIMER_EVENT c3x_timer_flash;
C3X_TIMER_EVENT c3x_timer_example;
C3X_TIMER_EVENT ad789l_timer;

float thetaO 0.0;
float freq 0.0;
float freqFilt 0.0;
float Ws 0.0;
float Power in 0.0;
float i_ref 0.0;
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float Wind 8.0;

/*Power Profiles*/

/*;;;==== Look-Up Tables =========*/

const float p3[160] {0.2555, 0.6094, 1. 0543, ..... } ;
const float p4 [160] {0.4313, 0.975, 1.6265, ..... } ;
const float p5 [160] {0.682, 1.4906, 2.4224, ..... };
const float p6 [160] {I. 0195, 2.1656, 3.4349, ..... };
const float p7 [160] {1.4438, 3, 4.664, ..... };
const float p8 [160] {1.8938, 3.9, 6.0133, ..... };
const float p9 [160] {2.3695, 4.8656, 7.4835, ..... };
const float plO[160] {2.9203, 5.9813, 9.1794, ..... };

/*Inverted differenees*/

const float inv30 [160] {3.913894325, 1.64095832, 0.948496633, ..... };
const float inv43 [160] {5.688282139, 2.735229759, 1.747640685, ..... };
const float inv54 [160] {3.988831272, 1.939487975, 1.256439251, ..... };
const float inv65 [160] (2.962962963, 1.481481481, 0.987654321, ..... };
const float inv76 [160] {2.356823003, 1.198465964, 0.81360345, ..... };
const float inv87 [160] {2.222222222, 1.111111111, 0.741125028, ..... };
const float inv98 [160] {2.10216523, 1.035625518, 0.680179567, ..... };
const float invl09 [160] {1.815541031, 0.896298288, 0.589657409, ..... };

/*Random wind profile*/

{8.9716, 8.9716, 8.9716, 8.9716, 8.9716, 8.9894, ..... };const float randwind[1440]

/* PROGRAM, */

void c intOl (){ _
static float
static float
static float
statie int
static float
static float
static float
static float
static float
static float
static float
static float
static float
static float
static float
static float
static float
static float
statie int
static float
static float
statie int
statie int
static float
statie int
statie int
statie int
static float
static float
static float
static float

ia de
ib_dc
ic de

O. 0;
O. 0;
0.0;
0;state

ref_va,ref_vb,ref_ve,vd_inv;
da 0.0;
db 0.0;
de
d_min,d_max;

0.0;

c;
dO
delta ia
delta ib
delta ic

o. 0;
O. 0;
O. 0;
0.0;

ref ia,ref ib,ref_ie;
invR_V, alpha_V,beta_V,unit_a,unit_b,unit_c, R_V;
alpha_I,beta_I;
R I;
ent_Power
powerO
ent_freq
freq_int
freq_state
PSum
wind_pnt
windcnt
initalent
VdFilt
R IFilt
R_VFilt

0;
O. 0;
0.0;
0;
0;
O. 0;
0;
0;
0;
O. 0;
0.0;
0.0;

va,vb,vc,vd,ia,ib,ic,Idi

/*======= AD7891.0;> Setup & Conversion =========*/

_e3x_timer_event_set_time( &ad7891 timer, AD7891 CONY TIME };
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while (!_e3x_timer_event_eheek( &ad7891 timer ));

/** Current measurements scaled to actual current values **/
ia -50.0* (((float) ((* (VINT*) Ox700000) »20)) /2047.0) ;
ie -50.0* (((float) ((* (VINT*) Ox700001) »20)) /2047.0) ;
ib -50.0* (((float) ((* (VINT*) Ox700002) »20)) /2047.0);
Id -50.0* (((float) ((*(VINT*) Ox700003) »20) )/2047.0) ;

/** Setup AD to acquire
*((VUINT*)Ox700000)
*((VUINT*)Ox700001)
*((VUINT*)Ox700002)
*((VUINT*)Ox700003)

voltages **/
(AD7891_CNTRL_SIGNEOIAD7891_CNTRL_CONVSTIAD7891_CNTRL_CHO)«20;
(AD7891_CNTRL_SIGNEOIAD7891_CNTRL_CONVSTIAD7891_CNTRL_CHO)<<20;
(AD7891 CNTRL SIGNEOIAD7891 CNTRL CONVSTIAD7891 CNTRL CHO)«20;
(AD7891=CNTRL=SIGNEOIAD7891=CNTRL=CONVSTIAD7891=CNTRL=CHO)«20;

e3x timer event set timet &ad7891 timer, AD7891 CONV TIME);
whilë (!_e3x_timer_e~ent_eheek( &ad7891_timer ))7 _

/** Voltage measurements scaled to actual voltage values **/

va
vb
ve
vd

5*100.18* ((((float) ((*(VINT*) Ox700000) »20) )/2047.0) +0.0005) ;
5*100.18* ((((float) ((*(VINT*) Ox700001) »20) )/2047.0) +0.0015) ;
5*100.18* ((((float) ((*(VINT*) Ox700002) »20) )/2047.0) +0.0001) ;
5*100.18 * ((((float) ((*(VINT*) Ox700003) »20) )/2047.0) -0.0024) ;

/** Setup AD to acquire
*((VUINT*)Ox700000)
*((VUINT*)Ox700001)
*((VUINT*)Ox700002)
*((VUINT*)Ox700003)

currents in next cycle **/
(AD7891_CNTRL_SIGNEOIAD7891_CNTRL_CH2) «20;
(AD7891_CNTRL_SIGNEOIAD7891_CNTRL_CH2) «20;
(AD7891_CNTRL_SIGNEOIAD7891_CNTRL_CH2) «20;
(AD7891_CNTRL_SIGNEOIAD7891_CNTRL_CH2) «20;

/*======= Alpha-Beta plane Conversion for Measured Current =========*/
/** Current **/

alpha_I
beta I
R I
R IFilt

0.8165* (ia- (0.s*ib) - (0.S*ic)) ;
0.7071*(ib-ic) ;
sqrt((alpha_I*alpha_I)+(beta_I*beta_I)) ;
R_IFilt + ((R_I - R_IFilt)*0.05);

/*Current Vector Length (radius)*/
/*filter current radius*/

/** Voltage **/

alpha_V
beta V
R V
R VFilt

0.816S*(va-(0.s*vb)-(0.S*vc)) ;
0.7071*(vb-ve) ;
sqrt((alpha_V*alpha_V)+(beta_V*beta_V)) ;
R_VFilt + ((R_V - R_VFilt)*O.OS);

/*Voltage Vector Length (radius)*/
/*filter voltage radius*/

/*======= Frequency Computation =========*/

switch (freq_state) /*Select frequency range*/

case 0:
if ( ++cnt_freq > 2S.0)
{
if (fabs(alpha_V) < 10.0)
{

/*from 50Hz to 160Hz*/
/*Allow time for vector to pass axis once freq calculated*/

/*Region around axis in which to trigger*/

freq SOOO.O/ent_freq;
ent_freq 0.0;

if (freq < 70) freq_state = 1;

break;

case 1:
if ( ++ent_freq > 60.0)
{
if (fabs(alpha_V < 5.0)
{

/*from 25Hz to BOHz*/
/*Allow time for vector to pass axis once freq calculated*/

/*Region around axis in which to trigger*/

freq
ent_freq
if (freq <
if (freq >

SOOO.O/ent_freq;
0.0;
30) freq_state
72) freq_state

2 ;
0;
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break;

case 2:
if ( ++cnt_freq > 120.0)
{
if (fabs(alpha_V) < 1.0)
{

/*from 11Hz to 40Hz*/
/*Allow time for vector to pass axis once freq calculated*/

/*Region around axis in which to trigger*/

freq SOOO.O/cnt_freq;
cnt_freq 0.0;

if (freq > 32) freq_state = 1;

break;
}

freqFilt freqFilt + ((freq - freqFilt)*O.OOS); /*Filter out noise*/

/*======= Unity Sinusoidal Reference signals =========*/

invR V
invR V

1.0/R_V;
(invR_V>l.O) ? (1.0) invR_V; /*Precaution: Limit ref signal size*/

alpha_V
beta V

alpha_V*invR_V;
beta_V*invR_V;

/*Scale to alpha-beta to unity*/

unit a
unit b
unit c

alpha_V;
(-0.S*alpha_V)+(0.886*beta_V) ;
(-0.S*alpha_V)-(0.886*beta_V) ;

/*Ref signals in-phase with voltage*/

/*======= Wind Speed Calculation =========*/

cnt Power += 1;
PSum += (R_IFilt*R_VFilt); I*Calculate Power Sum*/

if (cnt Power> 1000){ _
cnt Power = 0;
freq_int freqFilt;

if (freq_int > 159) freq_int
if (freq_int < 1) freq_int

Power_in PSum*O.OOl;
PSum = 0;

159;
1;

/*reset counter*/
/*save present frequency value*/
/*limit max frequency value for look-up table*/
/*limit min frequency value for look-up table*/
/*Take average Power over interval*/

/** Wind Speed Determination **/

powerO Power in - 0.0;
freq_int += 0;

/*fine tuning power for look-up table*/
/*fine tuning frequency for look-up table*/

if ((powerO < p3[freq_intl))
{

/* Om/s -> 3m/s */

Ws
}

PowerO*inv30[freq_intl;

if ((powerO
{

}

>= p3[freq_int]) && (powerO < p4[freq_intl)) /* 3m/s -> 4m/s */

Ws 3.0 + ((PowerO-p3 [freq_int])*inv43 [freq_int] );

if ((powerO >= p4[freq_int]) && (powerO < pS[freq_intl))
{

/* 4m/s -> 5m/s */

Ws 4.0 + ((PowerO-p4 [freq_intl)*invS4 [freq_int]) ;

if ((powerO >= pS[freq_intl) && (powerO < p6[freq_intl))
{

/* 5m/s -> 6m/s */

Ws 5.0 + ((PowerO-pS[freq_intl )*inv6S[freq_int]);

if ((powerO >= p6[freq_intl) && (powerO < p7[freq_intl))
{

/* 6m/s -> 7m/s */

Ws 6.0 + ((PowerO-p6[freq_intl )*inv76[freq_intl);
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/* 7m/s -> Bm/s */

Ws

if «PowerO >: p7[freq_intl) && (powerO < p8[freq_intl))
{

7.0 + «PowerO-p7[freq_intl )*inv87[freq_intl);

/* 8m/s -> 9m/s */

Ws

if «powerO >: p8[freq_intl) && (powerO < p9[freq_intl))
{

8.0 + «PowerO-p8[freq_intl)*inv98[freq_intl);

if (PowerO
{

}
Ws

Ws

>: p9[freq_intl) /* 9m/s -> */

9.0 + «PowerO-p9[freq_intl )*inv109[freq_intl);

0.1 ;

/*::::::: Random Wind Profile Generation :::::::::*/

/*This section generates a random wind profile from a lookup table. This reference is used for
the equation method of tracking and to provide a wind profile to the inverter simulating the
wind turbine via an external connection from the D/A. This wind value is not used in any
other algorithms*/

/*delay initial random wind generation*/if (++initalcnt > 50000)
{

initalcnt 50005;
if ( ++wndcnt > 1250)
(

windcnt
wind_pnt
wind_pnt
Wind

/*Delay only at Startup*/
/*wait for 0.125s before inc pointer*/

0;
+= li

(wind_pnt>1440) ? (1)
randwind[wind_pntl;

wind_pnt;
/*inc pointer*/
/*reset pointer of random wind profile*/
/*find new wind speed from look-up table*/

_dac8413_update_v( &pec31_dac8413, 0, -Wind); /*Analog output wind speed*/

/*::::::: Optimal Current Reference Calculations :::::::::*/

/* The two equation methods are presented below. The method not used must be commented out as the
Calculation Method in this case */

/** Anemometer Control: pre-determined optimal current equation **/

i ref: (0.331*Wind*Wind) + (0.8881*Wind) - 5.8857;

/** Calculation Control: pre-determined optimal current equation **/

/* i ref: !0.331*Ws*Ws) + !0.8881*Ws) - 5.8857;

i ref
i ref

(i_ref> 50.0) ? (50.0)
(i_ref < 0.0) ? (0.0)

i_ref; /*precaution: limit reference currents*/
i_ref;

/*::::::: Inner Current Loop :::::::::*/

VdFilt

ref ia
ref ib
ref ic

VdFilt + «vd - VdFilt)*O.OOl); /*Filter DC bus measurement*/

i_ref*unit_a;
i_ref*unit_b;
i ref*unit_c;

/*adjust new current references*/
/*onto unitary 3 phase waves*/

/* current dc offset */
ia
ia-dc +: 10e-6* (ia-ia-de) ;
ib
ib-de +: 10e-6* (ib-ib-de) ;
ie
ic-de +: 10e-6* (ic-ic de) ;-

/*fi1ter out ac component*/
/*so that only dc offset is left over*/
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/* current prediction */
dO (0.33333)*(da+db+dc) ; /*average of duty cycles*/

ia KP * S_period* L inv * VdFilt * (da-dO) ;
ib KP * S_period* L inv * VdFilt * (db-dO) ;-ie KP * S_period* L inv * VdFilt * (dc-dO) ;-
/* calculate new error */
delta ia -ref_ia+ia;
delta ib -ref ib+ib;
delta ic -ref ic+ic;

/* calculate
ref va
ref vb
ref_vc

voltage change needed for new current */
1.0* (KF* (S_freq *L)* delta_ia) +1.0* va;
1.0* (KF* (S_freq *L)* delta_ib) +1.0* vb;
1.0* (KF* (S_freq *L)* delta_ic) +1.0* vc;

/* AD: voltage control */

/* calculate l/vd without dividing by zero */
vd inv (VdFiltd.O) ? (1.0) : (1.0)/(VdFilt);

/* calculate normalized duty cycles */
da vd inv * ref_va;
db vd inv * ref_vb;
de vd_inv * ref_vc;

/* get min & max */
d min da;
d min (db>d_min) ? (d_min)
d min (dc>d_min) ? (d_min)
d max da;
d max (db<d_max) ? (d_max)
d max (dc<d_max) ? (d_max)

db;
dc;

db;
dc;

/* setup zero-state distribution */
dO -0.5*(d_max + d_min);
da +: dO;
db +: dO;
de +: dO;

/* limit duty cycles */
e d_max - d_min;
e (ed.O) ? (1.0) (c) ;
e (1.0) / (c);
da e*da;
db e*db;
de e*de;

*((VUINT*)OX700088) Ox1111 ;

switch ( state)
{
case 0:

*((VUINT*)Ox700216)
*((VUINT*)Ox700217)
*((VUINT*)Ox700212)
*((VUINT*)Ox700213)
*((VUINT*)Ox700210)
*((VUINT*)Ox700211)

if ( VdFilt >
{

while (1)
{
}

*((VUINT*)Ox700200)
state : 1;

break;

case 1:
*((VUINT*)Ox700216)
*((VUINT*)Ox700217)
*((VUINT*)Ox700212)
*((VUINT*)Ox700213)
*((VUINT*)Ox700210)
*((VUINT*)Ox700211)

/*set watchdog timer*/

1250 - (int) (da*2499. 0) ;
2500;
1250 - (int) (db*2499.0);
2500;
1250 - (int) (de*2499. 0) ;
2500;

(450.0) ) /*halt system if DC bus gets too large*/

Ox0213;

0;
1250 + (int) (da*2499.0);
0;
1250 + (int) (db*2499. 0) ;
0;
1250 + (int) (de*2499. 0) ;
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*((VUINT*)Ox700200)
state = 0;

break;
}

Ox0213;

/* MAIN PROGRAM, */

void main()

/* run at 1 wait-state */
*p_c3x_reg_pbc (1«11) I (3«3) I (1«5);

/* start c3x timer 0 */
p_c3x_timerlOl->period
p_c3x_timerlOl ->control

Oxffffffff;
C3X TIMER CONTROL GO_ _ _
C3X TIMER CONTROL nHLD_ _ _
C3X_TIMER_CONTROL_CLKSRC;

_c3x_timer_event( &c3x_timer_example, 0 );
_c3x_timer_event_set_time( &c3x_timer_example, 1.0 );
_c3x_timer_event( &c3x_timer_flash, 0 );
_c3x_timer_event_set_time( &c3x_timer_flash, 0.0 );
_c3x_timer_event( &ad7891_timer,0 );

lcd_init() ;

/* set up PWM */
*((VUINT*)Ox700200)
*((VUINT*)Ox700201)
*((VUINT*)Ox700202)
*((VUINT*)Ox700203)
*((VUINT*)Ox700204)
*((VUINT*)Ox700205)
*((VUINT*)Ox700206)
*((VUINT*)Ox700200)

OxOOOO;
2500-1;
0;
25;
3 ;
oxoolOxooloxoo;
OxooloxoolOxoo;
Ox021B;

/* control
/* ramp = 10kHz
/* event
/* blanking
/* watch dog
/* error polarity
/* error mask
/* control

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

aam(" Idi
asm(" Idi
aam(" or

while (1)

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOb,IF") ;
0000000000000010b,IE") ;
0010000000000000b,ST") ;

/* __LED */
*((VUINT*)Ox700023) (thetaO>0?Ox1:0xO);

if (_c3x_timer_event_check( &c3x_timer_flash ))

/*__poll for end of 1kHz cycle __ */
while (!_e3x_timer_event_eheek( &e3x_timer_example ));
_e3x_timer_event_setp_time( &e3x_timer_example, 2.0e-3 );

led_goto(O,O) ;
sprintf(string_buffer, "Ws=%4.2f",Ws);
led_prints_ex(string_buffer) ;

/*Display Calculated Wind Speed*/

led_goto(8,0) ;
sprintf(string_buffer,"P=%5.1f",Power_in) ;
led_prints_ex(string_buffer) ;

/*Display Measured power*/

led_goto(O,l) ;
sprintf(string_buffer, "Ref=%5.2f",i_ref) ;
led_prints_ex(string_buffer) ;

/*Display Requested Loading Current*/

lcd_fill_ex ( , , );
lcd ex();} _

/* */
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